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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The International ThermonuclearExperimental Reactor (ITER) is the first fusion machine
that will have sufficient decay heat and activation product inventoryto pose potential nuclear
safety concerns. As a result, nuclear safety and environmentalissues will be much more important
in the approvalprocess for the design, siting, construction,and operation of rTER in the United
States than previous fusion devices, such as the TokamakFusion Test Reactor. The purposeof,w

this report is (a) to provide an overviewof the regulatoryapprovalprocess for a Department of
Energy (DOE) nuclear facility;(b) to present the dose limits used by DOE to protect workers,
the public, and the environment from the risksof exposure to radiationand hazardousmaterials;
(c) to discusssome key nuclear safety-related issues that must be addressed earlyin the
Engineering Design Activities (EDA) to obtain regulatoryapproval;and (d) to provide general
guidelines to the ITER Joint Central Team (3CT) concerningthe development of a regulatory
frameworkfor the ITER project.

The regulatory approval process for a DOE nuclear facility in the United States is best
understood in the context of the total life cycle of a DOE major system acquisition. This life
cycle includes a number of major phases that involve interfacing between the owner-operator,
government regulatory bodies, and other federal and state agencies. For ITER, the owner-
operator is the ITER JCT, and the government regulatory body is the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE). In addition, DOE acts as agent for other regulatory requirements from other agencies,
such as the Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of Transportation, or the
Department of Interior. The interfacing produces briefings, document submittals, reviews,
evaluations, inspections, concurrences, and approvals, which make up the U.S. DOE regulatory
approval process. The following are typical life cycle phases of a DOE facility major system
acquisition:

• Baseline requirements (mission, need, and functional and operational requirements)

• National Environmental Policy Act considerations (environmental assessments,
environmental impact statements and records of decision)

• Design (Conceptual, Title I, and Title II designs)

• Safety analysis (hazard assessments and categorization, preliminary and final safety
analyses, and technical safety requirements)

• Construction (acquisition, test, assembly, and Title III design)

• Operation (operational readiness reviews, staffing, program execution and facility
modifications)

• Decommissioning (cleanup, waste management, and site restoration).

An important part of the DOE regulatory process is the protection of workers, the public,
. and the environment from the risks of exposures to radiation and hazardous materials. The

applicable DOE orders specifically implement radiation protection standards that are consistent
°°°
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with those used by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissionand those recommended by the
International Commission on Radiological Protection. In setting these criteria, DOE's objective is
to maintainpotential radiationexposures to the workers and the public as low as reasonably
achievable and to monitor routine and nonroutine releases from facilities. Radiological dose
limits have been developed for both normaland accidentalreleases of radioactive materialto the
environment, for worker exposures, for emergencyplanning, and for requirements to dispose of
radioactivewaste.

A review of the DOE design and safety orders identified a numberof key nuclear safety
related issues that have received less attention in the tie._Lgnandconstructionof previous fusion
facilities. However, the following issues must be addressedearly in the ITER EDA to develop a
credible case for obtainingregulatory approvalin the U.S. and to prevent majorrework in the
design and in research and development activities:

• Safety analysisrequirements

• Overall level of quality assurance required for the project

• Definition of safety class items for ITER, corresponding design standards, and the level
of testing required to qualify such items

• Verification and validation of computer codes

• Experimental databases needed for final design and for the regulatory approval process

• Level of technical understanding

• Tritium accountability

• Emergency planning.

The report discusses these issues and potential methods of implementation. How the JCT

incorporates requirements in these areas into their regulatory framework will have a large impact
on the scope and resources for safety, design, and research and development tasks. The effort in
each area should be proportional to the relative risk of each activity. Compliance with these
requirements should be achieved using as practical an approach as possible while still meeting the
spirit of the requirement.

ITER will be a first-of-a-kind machine and will pose unique regulatory concerns. A
significant amount of time should be devoted to educating regulators about fusion, ITER, and its
project management approach to safety so that fusion technology is understood. The following
guidelines are recommended for the ITER JUT to develop a regulatory framework that is
beneficial to I'I_R and fusion:

• Maintain an approach that focuses on needs of fusion and ITER to ensure that the
requirements of this technology are foremost in the decision processes and that the
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historyand experience of the fission industry are kept in proper perspective, neither
being blindlyadopted nor summarilydismissed.

• Recognize ITER's experimentalnature in the development of regulatory requirements.

• Focus on hazardreduction andpassive or inherent safety design solutions as a means of
preventing accidents.

• Implement a graded approachpolicy in the overall management of the project such
that all requirements are proportionate to the associated risk.

• Integrate the use of risk-and cost-benefit analyses into the overall graded approach
system to help guide the development of regulatory requirementsas much as possible.

• Implement a policy of detecting and f'Lxingproblemsat the source at the earliest time
possible.

• Highlight in the process to review and adopt ITER requirementsthe importance of not
stifling innovative approaches in design and safety by the adoption of any requirement.

• Implement a configurationmanagement policy that will result in a minimumnumberof
separate documents used to define requirements,thus reducing the potential for
contradiction and conflict, andenhancing the probabilityof alwaysbeing in compliance.

° Structure the baseline development task to identify the informationrequired for ITER
planning in such a way that the Home Teams can both participate in the identification
of all relevant requirementsfor their countries and also monitor changes in their
countries' requirements. Charge the Home Teamswith keeping the JCT informed of
all relevant regulatory developments. Delegate to the home teams the lead
responsibility for negotiation of waiversand exclusions of potential host country
requirements.

This report was developed primarilyfrom the requirementsfor DOE nuclear facilitiesthat
are designed, built, andoperated in the U.S. Although DOE guidance has been the source of the
requirementsdiscussed, the motivation for most of the requirements transcendsDOE, the U.S.,
and any other regulatoryor national considerations. The requirementsare those used by
management for any majornuclearundertaking. As such, they should be accepted as a
foundation by the .ICTfor su_ of the ITER project,no matter which country is ultimately
selected to host the facility. Accordingly,the approachpresented in this report should be
recognizable in the final ITER regulatoryapproach frameworkthat will be adopted by the Parties.
Further, that regulatory frameworkshould incorporate the baseline requirementsin the ITER
project managementplan regardlessof the siting decision ultimately made by the Parties.
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FOREWORD

This report was prepared for the Joint Central Team (JCT), who requested a documented
description of the process needed to obtain regulatory approval for the design, construction,
operation, and decommissioning of the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER) in the United States (U.S.). The report provides an overview of requirements for siting,
construction, operation, and eventual decommissioning of ITER. At this time there is NO
accepted, approved, agreed to process for obtaining such U.S. regulatory approval of a fusion
machine such as ITER. The process describedin this report has been interpreted from the
existing directives for U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) nuclear facilities. The existing process
was not structured for fusion machines. However, it exists and is probably the one that the
owner-operator of a fusion machine would have to use to obtain regulatory approval of a facility.
The process presented in this report also discusses the elements of the current regulatory
approval process that must be explicitly addressedby the fusion community to obtain either
waivers or exclusions from requirements that do not apply or to initiate changes in the
requirements to make them relevant to fusion.

This report provides a top-level, summaryview of the overall process of obtaining U.S.
government regulatory approval for the operation of a nuclear facility in the U.S. The process
includes all precedent and followup requirements. Because the process reflects the history of
fission facilities in the U.S., it may or may not be sufficient for the management of fusion
machines. However, the process reflects the existing structure against which the needs and
requirementsof fusion must be weighed to develop the ITER regulatory approval process.

The process described in this report is generic. While some of the requirements cited may
not be directly applicable to ITER, the generic nature of the requirements, such as siting and
safety analysis, must be implemented for ITER, as with any other nuclear facility activity.

Being an overview, the report does not describe all of the detailed requirements for the
management of the ITER program. The development of the comprehensive, detailed set of
requirements must be the first task of ITER's owner-manager. This task is described in this
report as baseline requirements definition for the overall regulatory review process.

The responsibilities and authorities of the owner-operator of the facility who seeks
regulatory approval are stated in the U.S. government documents. In the case of ITER, the
owner-operator is expected to be an entity selected by the Parties (i.e., United States, European
Community, Russian Federation, and Japan) at some later stage in the ITER life cycle. The
responsibilities of the JCT have been defined by the Parties to stop when the ITER design is
complete. This situation results in a default condition of not having a designated owner-operator,
but having a limit on the JCT scope of responsibilities. This report addresses the default
condition by making the JCT the customer for all findings in this report with the expectation that
either the U.S. Home Team or the JCT will bring the situation to the Parties for their decision as
soon as possible. However, all participants must recognize that the regulatory framework for
ITER will be developed during the design in response to both ITER needs and regulatory
requirements in the candidate site countries. Thus, the JCT will make the decisions as the

. architect and as the owner of the ITER regulatory framework. In this ownership role, the JCT is
primary audience and customer for this report.
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The regulatoryapprovalprocess consists of manyactions that are directlyaffected by nuclear
safety related requirements. These actions are especially significant for the design process.
Accordingly, these nuclear safety related requirements must be identified and addressed early in
the Engineering Design Activity (EDA). This report addressesmany requirements that the fusion
community historicallyhas not had to address because previous fusion experimental machines
have not had the substantial decay heat and large inventories of tritium and activation products
associated with ITER. The activities of the fusion community are inherently different from most
DOE activities (i.e., fission reactors, fuel processing, and waste management) for which the DOE
regulatory requirements were developed. The requirements discussed in this report originated
primarilyfrom the approximately 500 DOE orders, notices, and directives that were related to
nuclear safety and design activities. Because many DOE orders and guidance standards are being
revised, the information could change the details in this report. In addition, more changes will be
initiated, and new orders and other directives will be generated throughout the life cycle of ITER.
This report was designed to suggest a baseline that can be updated as significant changes occur in
the regulatory requirements.

When we speak of an ITER or JCT regulatoryapproach framework,we mean the overall
management system for producing regulatory approval. This framework includes the policies
established, the approaches to be taken on any task, the assignment of authorities and
responsibilities,and the measurements and followup used to ensure that planned actions are
completed within allocated resources.

Throughout the report, we have cited EG&G Idaho, Inc., and systems, processes, or
experiences at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). These citations illustrate how
specific problems and issues have been addressed at one DOE site. We do not wish to connote
any absolute uniqueness or claim of discovery by these citations.

Although we have focused on DOE and its requirements, the fundamental technical
requirements are characteristic of any professionally planned and managed nuclear entity.
Therefore, these fundamental technical requirements should be reflected in the ITER project
management documentation regardless of its siting and its national operational management
decisions.

We do not wish to make recommendations to the JCT. However, we want to highlight all
issues that are use+,u', to structuring a disciplined approach for obtaining regulatory approval.
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DEFINITIONS

Design Basis-- the requirements that bound the design of systems, structures, and components within
the facility. The design requirements include consideration of safety, plant availability, efficiency,
reliability, and maintainability. Some aspects of the design bases are important to safety; others are
not.

Design Basis At:cidenlz (DBAs) -- accidents that are postulated for establishing functional
requirements for safety significant structures, systems, components, and equipment.

Beyond Design Basis Accidents -. accidents that are postulated that could result in consequences
beyond those established for the facility-specific design basis accidents.

Safety Analysis- the documented process that (a) systematically identifies hazards within a given
DOE operation; (b) describes and analyzes the adequacy of measures taken to eliminate, control, or
mitigate identified hazards; and (c) analyzes and evaluates potential accidents and their associated
risks.

Safety Basis- the combination of information relating to control of hazards at a facility (including
design, engineering analysis, and administration controls) that supports the DOE conclusion that
activities at the facility can be conducted safely.

Safety Class Items -- the systems, components, and structures, including portions of process systems,
whose failure could adversely affect the safety and health of the public, facility personnel, and site
workers, and cause unacceptable impact to the environment.

Safety Function -- the required function(s) to be accomplished before, during, and after a design basis
event to ensure the health and safety of the public, as stated in the safety analysis report.

Technical Safety Requirements (TSRs) -- requirements that define the conditions, safe boundaries,

and the management and administrative controls necessary to operate a nuclear facility safely and to
reduce the potential risk to the public and facility workers from uncontrolled releases of radioactive
materials or from radiation exposure resulting from an inadvertent criticality. A TSR consists of

operating limits, surveillance requirements, administrative controls, use and application instructions,
and the bases thereof.

Graded Approach -- a process by which the level of analysis, documentation, and actions necessary
to comply with a requirement are commensurate with (a) the relative importance to safety,

safeguards, and security; (b) the magnitude of any hazard involved; (c) the life-cycle stage of any
facility; (d) the programmatic mission of a facility; (e) the particular characteristics of a facility; and
(f) any other relevant factor.

°°.
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Requirements for U.S. Regulatory Approval of the
International Thermonuclear Experimental

Reactor (ITER)

1. INTRODUCTION

The processof obtaining approval to site, design, construct,and operatea the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) will present many challenges to the w(_rldfusion
community. ITER is the first fusionmachine that will have sufficient decay heat and tritium and
activationproduct inventories to pose potential public safety concerns. As a result, nuclear safety
and environmental issuesshouldreceive significantlymore attention than was given to current
fusion machinP,s, suchas the Joint European Torus (JET), DIII-D, Japan'sTokamak (J-T-00)and
the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). Because]TER representsa first-of-a-kind large
fusion facility, it will be perceived as foretelling the safety and environmental characteristics of
future fusion power plants, andwill set a precedent regarding their regulatory approvalprocess.

There..is no specific Department of Energy (DOE) regulatory framework or processin the
United States (U.S.) for regulatory approvalof a fusion machinelike ]TER. However, the
existing framework for regulatory approval of DOE nuclear facilities is fairly broad and deals with
radiological and other risks. DOE has begun work on the development of an order governing the

safety of fusion test facilities (5,180.FUSION) and an associated guidance standard. However,
development, review, and approval of these documents is not expected for about 2 years.

The process of obtaining U.S. DOE regulatory approval for ITER will require compliance

with numerous regulatory agencies [e.g., DOE, Department of Transportation (DOT),
Department of Interior (DOI), and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), state, and local].

Their directives address nuclear safety, siting, design, construction, operation, training,
transportation, air and water quality, land use, security, and administration. This report presents

an overview of the process to obtain approval for the design, siting, construction, and operation of
ITER in the U.S. and also discusses the nuclear safety related requirements that impact the

design and research and development (R&D) activities of the project.

Section 2 presents a broad overview of the regulatory approval process for ITER. Section 3

presents the current radiological dose criteria applicable to DOE facilities in the U.S. Key

nuclear safety related issues that should be addressed by the ITER project early in the
Engineering Design Activity (EDA) are discussed in Section 4. Early attention to these issues will
ensure that the design anti safety activities contribute to a credible regulatory case in the U.S.

Section 5 discusses some general guidelines to help the Joint Central Team (JCT) develop a
successful regulatory framework. References are provided in Section 6.

a. The term licensing is not strictly applicable to U.S. DOE facilities. DOE does not grant a license for
its facilities. Instead, DOE grants authorization to operate the facility. The term licensing has historically
been used by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to grant approval for operation of

" commercial fission reactors. As a result, the term licensing is not used here.



2. REGULATORYAPPROVALPROCESS FOR A
U.S. DOE NUCLEAR FACILITY

The process of obtaining approvalsfor the siting, design, operation, and eventual
decommissioningof a DOE facilityin the U.S. involves numeroussteps, a variety of interfacing
actions, and manydocuments. To our knowledge, there is no one single reference that contains
the entire process. Furthermore,the situation could change as new DOE orders are implemented
or new precedentsor interpretationsare made. The details of the process cannot be fully
predicted until the exact ITER design is subjected to the formalprocess.

Generally, the process is similarto the process used for any majorfacility acquisitionand
operation, startingwith documentation of the baseline requirements. The process then continues
throughall life cycle phases and ends with site restoration. The regulatoryapprovalprocess
involves interfacingwith many governmentalelements, some of which provide requirementsand
some of which are legislated or delegated as agents for requirementactions. This section
discusses the requirementsfor each life cycle phase of a typical facilityand identifies the most
relevant nuclearsafety requirements, the source of the requirements,and the nature of the effort
requiredto reach compliance with the requirements. The discussionof the effort includes the
documentsrequired, the interfaces with organizations,and the ultimate authorities for review and
approval.In some cases, time and other resource estimates are provided,based on experience
with other DOE activities.

Figure 1 lists the typical life-cycle phases addressed in this section and representative
component elements for each phase. The purpose of this section is to providea comprehensive
overview. Section 4 of this report will addressnuclear safety related technical issues in greater
detail. The purpose of Section 4 is to communicate to the fusion communitysufficient
information about these issues to support their importantrole in the ITER project. These
elements have not received the attention, priority,or planning to matchtheir importance to the
safety of ITER.

2.1 Baseline Requirements

The first step in the regulatory approval process is planning and preparation, which consists
of documenting all baseline requirements for the activity. While the definition of these baseline
requirements may not be perceived as a part of the regulatory process, it is necessary for an
efficient, effective, and successful regulatory approval process. These requirements include the
mission and need statements, definition of all regulatory products, and a comprehensive list of all
requirements.

The mission and need statements are written by the owner-operator and the program
funding source. In the case of ITER, the JCT would be the agent for the program funding
source (the Parties) and would also be the owner-operator until an operating contractor is
selected.

The functional and operational requirements (F&ORs) for the activity must be documented
as early as possible in the facility life cycle. The F&ORs are used for all aspects of the regulatory



UFE-CYCLEPHASES SELECTEDCOMPONENTELEMENTS=

BaselineRequirements missionand need definition
functional& operationalrequirements
systemsengineeringflowchart
programplan
projectmanagementplan
negotiatedexclusions& waivers
memorandaof understanding

NEPAConsiderations environmentalassessment

environmentalimpactstatement
publicinvolvement
recordof decision

siting

Design conceptualdesignplan
requirementsdefinition
designrecords& reports
specifications
designanalyses
trade-offstudies

make-buyreviews

SafetyAnalysis hazardsassessment
riskassessment

safetyanalysisreports
technicalsafety requirements

Construction procurement
componenttesting
vendordata

fabricationprocessverification
constructioninspection

Operation componentcheckouttests
systemoperationaltesting
integratedplanttests
operationalreadinessreview
configurationmanagement
modifications
maintenance

Decommissioning D&Dplan
decontamination
wastemanagement
site restoration

a. Plans,procedures,anclrecordsof resultsare genericelementsin all phases.

• Figure 1. Typical life cycle for DOE facility regulatory approval.
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process. They are also a dynamicproduct of the systems engineering process that describes the
entire facility acquisition and regulatoryapprovalactivity. As such, the F&ORs will be revised as
necessary to demonstrate that the ITER design complies with the specific requirementsat all
given times.

One of the most importantelements of the baseline requirementsphase is the definition of
specific regulatory products, such as the EnvironmentalImpact Statement (EIS), the Preliminary
Safety AnalysisReport (PSAR), and the Final Safety Analysis (FSAR). These documents and
their review and approvalactions define a critical aspect of the planningprocess. Knowingwho
will review and approve (names, organizations, and positions), the schedule, and the purpose for
the reviews and approvals,throughout the activitylife cycle will greatly speed the process. For
ITER, all specific persons, agencies, and documents that are described genericallyin this section
cf the report must be identified.

This section is based on our knowledge of current U.S. DOE requirements. The JCT must

manage the baseline requirementsdevelopment task to ensure that the task will identify and
incorporatenew requirements. In this regard,the DOE has publishedproposed nuclear safety
rules (DOE Rules) that when finally adopted by DOE are expected to supersede DOE orders on
the same subjects. Therefore, monitoring the progress towardimplementation of the rules and
incorporating them into the baseline requirementsdevelopment as soon as possible would benefit
rrER.

Being an overview, this section does not identify a comprehensive list of requirements that
must be addressed. The total list is the responsibility of the baseline requirements task for ITER.
However, to suggest the magnitude of this task, a list of sources for the requirements includes
DOE, EPA, DOT, DOI, Department of Defense, Department of Labor, and Department of
State. Documents that contain requirements include DOE Orders, Notices, and Standards;
Secretary of Energy Notices and Directives; DOE Field Office Orders, Notices, and Procedures;
federal laws implemented by DOE, such as the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSHA), National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA), Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (CZMA), and Mine Safety and Health Act
(MSHA). Additional requirements come from state legislation and state agency regulations and
directives.

Because a blanket application of requirements contributes to inefficiencies and cost
ineffectiveness, each element proposed for inclusion in the baseline requirements must be
assessed for its relevance to ITER. The process allows the owner-operator to seek a waiver or
exclusion based on adequate justification. Thus, irrelevant environment, safety, and health
requirements can be dropped as long as the rigor of the "graded approach" can be demonstrated.
Implementation plans, which describe the managed actions required, are now used for all orders
issued by DOE to contractors for compliance. Formal records of all such negotiated waivers and
exclusions will be an essential program management item. The provisions for them should be
highlighted in the baseline requirements planning.

This report discusses DOE and other requirements as they are presented in the
requirements documents. This is not to imply that they have been evaluated and accepted or



recommended for ITER. That evaluation and acceptance is part of the baseline requirements
definition process.

The use of standards and codes for 1TER will be addressed as part of the baseline
requirements development. Although formal requirements for the identification and application
of standards and codes are stated in some DOE orders, the facility management must implement
the fundamental requirement. Codes and standards are an important part of the basic safety and
engineering documentation for every major technological activity. The applicable existing codes
and standards must be defined and a formal process developed to apply the standards throughout
the life of the facility and to develop other standards where needed. This activity could be a
unique opportunity for ITER to contribute significantly to standards development for the fusion
community.

This report focuses on U.S. requirements only. However, the requirements of all potential
host countries must be factored into the ITER plans. Because the JCT maynot be able to
monitor the changing requirements, the JCT must create an information structure that will allow
the home teams to participate in the identification of all relevant requirements for their countries

and monitor changes in their country's requirements. Their efforts will keep the JCT informed of
all relevant developments. In addition, the JCI" should delegate to the home teams the lead
responsibility for negotiation of waivers and exclusions for requirements in potential host
countries.

2.2 National Environmental Pollcy Act Conslderatlons

A major regulatory requirement to be addressed for ITER is the environmental impact issue,
which derives from the National Environmental Protection Act of 1969 (NEPA 1969). A
summary illustration of the NEPA process is presented in Figure 2. The right side of the figure
indicates the documents produced from the process. As shown in the figure, the public has many
opportunities for interaction and input during the process.

The Notice of Intent (NOI) and its comment period provide information to the scoping or

planning phase of the process. The soaping phase is designed to identify public and agency
concerns, define the issues and alternatives that will be examined in detail, ensure that the draft

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) addresses the issues, and develop a plan for EIS
preparation.

The public and agency comments obtained during the comment period will be used by DOE
and the JCT to identify major issues and to define the final alternatives that will be evaluated in

the EIS. The results of this phase will be reflected in an Implementation Plan for the draft EIS.

The EIS will report the necessary background data and the analyses needed to help decision
makers understand the potential environmental consequences of each of the alternatives
identified for implementation of the siting, construction, and operation of ITER.
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DOE Office of Fusion Energy (DOE-OFE) will be the primary JCT interface for the ITER
environmental compliance actions in the U.S. The specific responsibilities and authorities of
other DOE Headquarters and field personnel for implementation of the NEPA assessment
process are stated in DOE 5440.1E, Additional guidance is also provided in DOE 4700.1.

The EIS deals with operational environmental issues by defining the environmental impacts
of the project, but it also provides the initial facility accident consequence analysis. The current
trend in DOE is toward increasing the level of sophistication in the accident consequence analysis

in the EIS, despite the lack of a detailed design. The Record of Decision (ROD) is prepared and
published by DOE after completion of the final EIS. The ROD states DOE's decision for the

courses of action described in the EIS. The accident consequence analysis information in the EIS
is one part of the baseline that contributes to more detailed safety analyses. These analyses will
be documented in the facility preliminary safety analysis report (PSAR) and ultimately in the
FSAR. Compliance with NEPA will be required by the U.S. for ITER regardless of the host
country because of DOE's large financial involvement in the program.

DOE 4700.1 outlines the phased environmental compliance requirements for a DOE project
from initiation of the project through issuance of approval to operate. Figure 3 presents a bar
chart of the compliance requirements along with the overall project activities. The figure includes
activity nodes for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and the Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). The ROD on the EIS alternatives must be made
before the detailed design can begin.

2.3 Deslgn

This section discusses the aspects of the design phase that affect the regulatory approval
process. Although the design phase for a DOE facility is one of the most important life-cycle
phases, its impact on the overall regulatory process is more tactical than strategic. Some

subphases of the design process are hold points for approval actions by interfacing organizations.

Many design-related activities are crucial to the overall regulatory approval process. However, the

actual de.sign process itself is not critical to the overall JCT strategy for regulatory approval
planning. The design phase significantly overlaps with both the safety analysis and construction
phases, and it also overlaps the operation phase, particularly during facility modifications. These

schedule characteristics are significant to scheduling the subphases of the facility life-cycle, but not
to the overall strategic planning for regulatory approval.

This report does not provide a detailed description of the design phase. More detailed
identification of specific tasks, products, and interface issues would be discussed in the baseline

plan, described in Section 2.1. However, major project key decisions for acquiring a major DOE

system (DOE 4700.1) must be considered by the JCT in establishing the milestones in the ITER
regulatory approval plan. These key decisions will be identified in the development of the

baseline requirements, assessed to determine their applicability to this activity, and integrated into
the overall ITER Project Plan.
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The key decisions are an integralpart of the DOE fundingdecisions. However, they mayor
may not integrate directlyand individuallyinto the ITER planning. Key Decision 0 is Approval
of Mission Need. This statement is a prerequisite for requesting conceptualdesign fundingand
for release of appropriated funding. Key Decision 1 is Approval of New Start. It is a
prerequisite for requesting project line item (design) funding. Key Decision 2 is Approval to
Commence Title H, or Final or Detailed Design. One of the required inputs to this decision is
the completion of Title I, PreliminaryDesign. Key Decision 3 is Approval to Commence
Construction. And Key Decision 4 is Approval to Commence Operation, a decision that is not
made until the capabilityis demonstrated to meet the technicalperformancegoals specified in the
project baseline, which was approved in Key Decision 1.

The designphaseencompassesmanyspecificactivitiesandproducesmanydocuments,which
aredirectlyrelevanttotheultimateapproval-to-operatedecisionandareusedinthedesign
reviews,independentnuclearsafetyreviews,andoperationalreadinessreviews.The activities
includeTitleIandIIdesign,analyses,trade-offstudies,andmake-buyreviews.Theactivities
generateproductdocuments,suchasdrawings,designstudyreports,analysisreports,and
procurementdocuments.A knowledgeable,detailed,thoroughconsiderationofeachofthese
processesinthebaselinerequirementsdocumentwillenhancetheITER planning.

Some technical issues discussed in Section 4 are related to the design function and will be
mentioned in this section. Some are essentially design in nature, such as the safety class items,
some affect the design process, such as qualityassurance;and others, such as emergencyplanning,
result in the imposition of demands or requirementson the design function. All are significant
issues that must be addressed to structure the overall ITER regulatoryapproval framework.
However, individuallythey do not constitute strategic issues in the design phase.

One additionaltechnicalissueiswastemanagementduringoperation,decontamination,and

decommissioning.Producinglesswasteshouldbea guidingprincipleforITER duringallphases
ofitslifecycle.Adoptionofthisprinciplewillhaveamajoreffectondesignactivities,especially
materialsselectiondecisions.

2.4 Safety Analysis

SafetyanalysisisprobablythemostsignificantphaseforaDOE nuclearfacilityintermsof
theimpacton theultimatereceiptofregulatoryapprovaltooperatethefacility.DOE
requirementsforactivitiesduringthesafetyanalysisphasearestatedinseveralDOE ordersand
standards(DOE 5480.5,DOE 5480.22,DOE 5480.23,DOE 5481.1B,DOE STD 1027,andDOE
STD 3009).The safetyanalysisphaseencompassesthefollowingactivities:

• Descriptive identification of the specific facility or activity

• Identification and quantification of each specific hazard in the facility and the maximum
expected facility hazard

• Designation of a DOE facility hazard category based on the estimated risk of
consequences from unmitigated hazards



• Preparation of a PSAR and FSAR

• Preparationof technical safety requirements (TSRs)

• Completion of the associated reviews by the operating contractorand the DOE.

ITER is the descriptive identificationof the specific subject facility; however, at the time the
DOE regulatoryapprovalprocess is formallyinitiated, documentationwill be required to establish
the physicalbounds of the facility and the activity. Descriptionswill be required of systems,
buildings,processes, and support services that make up the project seeking approval.

DOE uses the identification andquantificationof the maximumexpected and allowed
inventory of hazardousmaterialsto determinewhether the facility is nuclear or nonnuclear.
ITER is currentlybeing addressed as a nonreactornuclear facility by most of the fusion
community. The final determination of the maximumquantities of hazardousmaterialwill form
the basis to formally affirm the categorization of ITER as a nuclear facility. The designationof
the DOE Hazard Category 1, 2, or 3 is based on a riskconsequence conclusion. The hazard
analysiswill show the potential for only significantlocal consequences from unmitigatedhazards,
Category 3; significant onsite consequences, Category 2; or significantoffsite consequences,
Category I. In the case of ITER, the hazardassessment process described in Attachment I of
DOE STD 1027 would not only affirm the nucleardesignation that has unofficiallybeen given to
ITER but also establish the DOE hazardcategory.

Two actions regardingsafety analysisreportswarranthighlightingin this overview of the
DOE regulatory approvalprocess. First, DOE approvalof the PSAR is required(DOE 5480.23)
"priorto undertaking procurementof materials andcomponents, construction, and pre.operational
testing of DOE nuclear facilities." Second, the operatingcontractor of a DOE nuclear facilityis
required(DOE 5480.23) to submit an FSAR for DOE approvalbefore DOE authorizes the
facilityto operate. This authorization is the ultimate goal of the entire DOE regulatoryapproval
process. DOE requires that the FSAR document the adequacyof the safety basis and provide
assurance that the facilitycan be operated, maintained,and shut down safely. The FSAR also
shows compliance with applicable laws and regulations. Again, the nature of the DOE
requirementsemphasize the importance of professionalismin the development of the baseline
requirementdocumentation.

TSRs (DOE 5480.22) are derived from the SAR and describe the safety envelope within
which the facilitywill be contractuallyoperated. The TSRs must be completed at the same time
as the FSAR, and they must be submitted as supportingdocumentation for the request for
approvalto operate.

The safety analysis phase has several reviews. One of the most important, the Operational
Readiness Review (ORR) (DOE 5480.31), is cited here because of its unique importance in the
regulatory approval sequence. The ORR is the final assessment of operational readiness by the
contractor and DOE. As such, the review can enhance the contractor's credibilityif the
preparation for it is professionally managed through all preceding phases of the facility life cycle.
DOE 5480.31 describes the requirement for completion and documentation of an ORR before
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DOE issues approval to operate a new or modified facility. A contractor-performedORR is a
prerequisite for the DOE Operational Readiness Review. The ORR process can take up to a
year, even with careful preparation during all pre-operational phases.

More detailed discussions of the SAR content, the hazard classification process, and the
application of the graded approach concept in safety analyses are presented in Section 4. Again,
the details presented are not necessarilygermane to the structuringof the ITER regulatory
approval frameworkbut are provided for information to the JCT.

2.5 Constructlon

While the construction phase of a nuclear facility affects the project in terms of schedule,
cost, and mission success, only two construction phase activities impact the top-level concerns that
are directly relevant to obtaining DOE regulatoryapproval. Management planning is essential
prerequisite for quality assurance (QA) and configuration management. Quality assurance and
control are especially important nuclear safety related activities during construction.
Configuration management remains an important activity from construction through
decommissioning because of the change order system implicit in construction activities. Both of
these issues should be addressed as elements in baseline requirements planning.

The comprehensive documentation of baseline requirements, as described in Section 2.1,
should identify all construction-orientedactivities that are even marginallyrelevant to the ITER
regulatoryapproval. Therefore, the DOE project management planorder (DOE 4700.1) provides
constructive guidance for the overall management of DOE construction activities.

2.6 Operation

As with the design and construction phases, few operational requirementsdirectlyimpact the
primarythrustof the DOE regulatoryapprovalprocess. DOE hasdeveloped a comprehensiveset
of requirementguidelines in the conduct of operations order (DOE 5480.19), which must be
addressedin the development of the baseline requirementsdocument. The graded approach
concept (DOE R_), which applies to virtuallyall DOE nuclearsafety standards,orders,and
directives, is relevant to the 18 subject areas addressedin the conduct of operations order. The
order reflects good management practicesthat have evolved from the nuclear industry,DOE, and
contractorexperience in a variety of nuclear facilities. However, the JCT must manage the
review, assessment, and adoption of the guidance elements in the conduct of operations order for
fusion operating needs. The earlynegotiation of exclusions,additions, andmodificationsto this
operations directiveto make it relevant to fusion will contributeto the crispness of the ITER
regulatory approval process. At all stages of the facility life cycle (especially at the review and
key decision nodes), planning,advanced preparation,and negotiation will far outweigh the cost of
the resources expended.

Several activities in the operations phase warrantdiscussion to ensure they are not forgotten
in the baseline development activities. These activities include facility modifications that involve
reviewing the requirements for design, construction, and safety analysis; integrated plant testing

. that is sometimes considered as the final stage of the design and construction phase, inservice
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inspection, which is an integralpart of the maintenance function in operations; processing of
unreviewed safety questions (DOE 5480.21); changes to the SAR; and changes to experiments
and experimentalprograms.

2.7 Decommissioning

The finalphaseina DOE facilitylifecycleisdecontaminationanddecommissioning(D&D).
D&D containselementsthataffecttheoverallregulatoryapprovalprocess.The DOE
requirementsregardingdecommissioningarestatedinDOE 5820.2A.

The most salient decommissioningrequirementfor long-range facilityplanning, which is the
responsibilityof the JCT for ITER, is knowledge of the DOE policy, which readsas follows:
"Radioactivelycontaminated facilities for which DOE is responsible shall be managed in a .,,ire,
cost-effective manner to ensure that release of and exposure to, radioactivityand other hazardous
materialscomply with Federal and State standards. Facilities,equipment, andvaluable materials
shall be recovered and reused when practical." Accordingly,this policy must be incorporated into
the requirements planning and the design from the outset of the ITER planningprocess. Specific
requirements in the decommissioningorder that must be integrated into ITER involve design,
operational records, surveillance, hazardousmaterialsrecords, waste records, environmental
concerns, and the entire NEPA process. Ultimately, the D&D task will be managedunder the
DOE project management policy (DOE 4700.1). The task will include its own environmental
review process andwill have several productdocuments, such as a decommissioningplan, project
data package that includes a record of completion, and a final radiologicaland chemical survey
report.

Completeness and professionalism in the preparation of the baseline requirementsfor the
D&D phase will contribute to an efficient and effective regulatory approval process for ITER. In
addition, the disciplined management of the baseline requirements for D&D in other phases of
the facility life cycle will contribute significantlyto successful decommissioning the facility.

Waste management is signif'_antduring D&D. It is also a majoroperational requirement
throughout the life of the 1TER. Therefore, the baseline requirementsdevelopers must address
both the on-going operational waste management requirements(e.g., a waste minimizationpolicy)
and the D&D waste management requirements. The final ITER design, its construction
materials,and its operational and test program,will determine the waste product analyses. The
options for waste disposal and management will have to be identified. Currently,manywaste
remediationactivities are being conducted throughout the world. These activitieswill significantly
affect fusion. Precedent-makingdecisions are being made about the nature of waste materials,
the masses of materials, the activitytypes and levels, and the disposaloptions. Therefore, the
fusion community__,,.3uldparticipate in the waste management decision making processes to
ensure that fusion s needs are represented.
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3. RADIOLOGICALAND BERYLLIUMSAFETYCRITERIA

A significant part of the DOE regulatorysystem is based on protecting the workers,public,
and the environmentfrom the risks of exposure to radiation. Manyof the detailed regulatory
requirementsare based on radiationdose limits to workers, the public, andthe environment. The
applicable DOE orders specificallyimplement radiationprotection standardsthat are generally
consistent with those used by the Nuclear RegulatoryCommission(NRC) and those

• recommended by knowledgeableorganizationssuch as the International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP). In setting these criteria,the DOE tries to maintainpotential
radiation exposures to the public as low as reasonablyachievable (_M.ARA) and at the same time
monitors DOE facilities for routine and nonroutinereleases. The purpose of this section is to
summarize the general radiologicaicriteria being used by DOE to regulate operations at its DOE-
owned contractor-operatedfacilities. The section also includes a discussionof U.S. criteria
related to berylliumexposure, because of its potential use in ITER.

3.1 Normal Operating Releases

DOE 5400.5 states that the exposure to membersof the public to radiation sources as a
consequence of all routine DOE operations shall not cause in a year an effective dose equivalent
to the maximumexposed individualgreater than 1 mSv (100 mrem) based on all exposure
pathways. Additionally, the order states that DOE facilitieswill abide by EPA orders relating to
specific sources and exposure pathways. For airborne emissions, the EPA regulations in
40 CFR 61 limit the exposure of membersof the public to airborne emissions from DOE
operations to less than 0.1 mSv (10 mrem) in a year. For exposure from high level nuclear waste
at a DOE facility,40 CFR 191 requiresthat annual exposures to the public in the general
environment resulting fromdischargesor radioactive material and direct radiation be less than
0.25 roSy(25 mrem) dose equivalent to the whole body and less than 0.75 mSv (75 mrem)
committed dose equivalent to any organ. Finally, DOE 5400.S requires that DOE provide a level
of protection for persons consumingwater from a publicdrinkingwater supply operated by DOE
equivalent to public communitydrinkingwater standards as set forth in 40 CFR 141. This
requirement translates into an effective dose equivalent of 0.04 mSv (4 torero)in a year. Based
on these requirements, derived concentration guides for air and water were developed for a
variety of radionuclides and are attached as an appendix to DOE 5400.5.

In all these cases, the values represent DOE regulatorylimits. DOE 6430.1A indicates that
design goals should be established for each facility to contain releases of hazardous material in
accordance with the ALARA principle. Thus, the established design basis release limits shall be
less than the regulatoryrequirements.

3.2 Worker Dose Limits

Under DOE 5480.11, the radiologicalworkers at DOE facilities are limited to an annual
effective dose equivalent (internal and external) exposure of 50 mSv (5 rein). Exposures to
organs, tissues, or extremities are limited to 500 mSv (50 rem). Lower limits apply to declared
pregnant women, minors (less than 18years old) and students, visitors, and the public. Higher
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exposures are tolerated for emergencysituations, such as saving a humanlife. recoveringa
deceased victim, and protecting health and property.

DOE has adopted an ALARA policywith respect to worker exposure. Consequently,DOE
operations offices and contractorsare encouraged to establish lower exposure goals where
possible. An administrativegoal of 15 mSv (1.5 rein) per year has been established for each
facility at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory(INEL) by the DOE Idaho Operations
Office. EG&G Idaho, the prime contractor at the INEL has established an administrativegoal of
5 mSv (500 torero) per year for personnel working at the facilities (F.,G&G1992). Proper facility
design and control (e.g., confinement, ventilation, remote handling,and shielding) are the primary
means of maintainingradiationexposures as low as reasonablyachievable. Administrativeand
proceduralrequirements are considered as supplementarymeans to achieve control.

3.3 Accident Releases

DOE Ol30.1A provides radiological siting guidelines for nonreactor nuclear facilities. ITER
appears to meet the DOE definition of nonreactor nuclear facility. The order states that the
maximum calculated dose to an offsite individualfrom exposure that results from internaland
external sources of radiation must not exceed 250 mSv (2.5rem) 50-year committed dose
equivalentto the whole body. For other organs of the body, the 50-yearcommitted dose
equivalent limits are 3 Sv (300 rem) to the thyroid, 3 Sv (300 rein) to the bone surface, 750 mSv
(75 rem) to the lung, and 1.5 Sv (150 rem) to any other organ. If multipleorgans receive doses
duringthe same exposure, the effective dose equivalent shall not exceed 250 mSv (25 rein). The
exposure duration is generally 2 hours in keeping with f'_ion practice for estimates of prompt
dose. However, we recognize that a 7-day exposure to determine early dose is more in keeping
with recent international fusion safety assessments. DOE 6430.1A recommends using
meteorological conditions that result in unfavorable dispersion (e.g., the higher of the 0.5% X/Q
for each sector of the site and the 5% direction independent X/Q for the site). In the absence of
a site, conservative meteorology (Class F, 4.5 m/s wind speed) should be used for design
assessments.

The order notes that these values are guidelines and do not constitute acceptable limits on
the doses to the public in the event of an accident. These guidelines are used by DOE to
evaluate the design of the facility in combinationwith the site characterization with respect to the
risk to the public from low probabilityaccidents. Accidents to be evaluated for comparison to
these dose guidelines include events with an annual probabilityof occurrence greater than 10.6.
When the doses are calculated, the degraded performance of engineered safety features and
administrativecontrols shall be assumed unless they can be shown to be capable of performing
their safety function. Accidents with probabilities lower than 10.6 must be evaluated in the SAR
(DOE 5480.23). However, no dose limits have been identified for these events.

In addition to the radiologicalsiting guidance in DOE 6430.1A, DOE has issued radiological
consequence guidelines for nonreactor nuclear facilities (Btynda 1986) to ensure that nonreactor
nuclear facilities are designed so they can be operated without undue risk to the general public or
workers at the facility. These guidelines require that doses resulting from normal operation be
maintained as low as reasonably achievable and that allowable doses from off-normal and accident
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conditions be scaled as a function of the probability of occurrence of the initiating event. Table 1
lists the guidelines for offsite doses:

Table 1. Guidelines for offsite doses.

Description of Event Probability of Occurrence Dose Guideline

Normal and Anticipated Events 10.2 < P < 1 1- 5 mSv
Unlikely Event 10.4 < P < 10.2 5 - 25 mSv
Extremely Unlikely Event 104 < P < 10.4 25 - 250 mSv
Incredible Events P < 10_s > 250 mSv

3.4 Emergency Planning Criteria

The DOE 5500 series of orders present the DOE emergency planning and management
system, including classification of emergency events, notification and reporting requirements, and

planning and preparedness requirements. These orders consider events or incidents resulting in

both nonradiological and radiological releases at levels that could represent a hazard to the public.
For nonradiological releases, emergency planning response guidelines developed and approved by
the American Industrial Hygiene Association are used for DOE planning. For radiological

releases, the EPA is responsible for providing criteria to use in planning protective actions for
radiologica! emergencies.

The EPA uses the concept of a projected dose as a criterion to judge the potential risk to
the public in the event of a nuclear incident (EPA 1975). The projected dose is an estimate of

the amount of radiation that the affected population may receive after a nuclear incident.

Protective action guidelines (PAGs) are numerical projected doses to individuals in a population.
The PAGs act as trigger points to initiate protective action. These guidelines do not imply an

acceptable dose, but are used as a means of reducing risk to the public.

The EPA has broken down an incident into three phases with protective actions appropriate
for each. The phases defined by duration are (a) early (hours to days), (b) intermediate (weeks

to months) and (c) late or recovery phase (typically months to years). For the early phase, the

appropriate protective actions are evacuation or sheltering to protect the public from direct
radiation and inhalation from the airborne plume. In the intermediate phase, the distribution of

food must be stopped or controlled to protect the public from ingesting contaminated items. In
the recovery phase, the protective action is relocation, decontamination, or both to avoid whole-
body external exposure from deposited radioactive material and inhaled radionuclides. The PAGs

or projected doses that trigger protective actions for each phase are shown in Table 2, along with
comments that explain the specific type of dose that must be calculated. Additional information
on emergency planning requirements is located in Section 4.8.
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Table 2. EPA protective action guidelines.
i i

Protective action

Protective guideline
action (projected dose) Comment

Evacuation 10-50 mSva Effective dose equivalent (EDE) from external exposure
or shelter duringplume passage and50-yr committed EDE from all

important inhalationpathways

Interdict Preventive--5 mSv 50-yrcommitted whole body dose
Food Emergency--S0 mSv

Relocation 20 mSvb EDE from external radiationand committed EDE from

inhalation duringthe first year

a. For plumepassagecalculationuseClassF and1 m/s untilsite parametersare established.Stack
versusgroundlevel releaseis scenariospecific. Ifunsurethenuseconservativevalue.

b. Doses in anysingleyearafterthe firstyearmustnot exceed5 mSv. Cumulativedoseover50 years
(includingfirst andsecondyear)mustnot exceed50 mSv.

3.5 Waste Management Criteria

Nuclear waste disposal requirements in the U.S. are defined in 10 CFR 61. The philosophy
guiding 10 CFR 61 is that no member of the public at any time in the future should be exposed
to an unacceptable risk from accidental exposure to radioactive waste. Waste is classified into
four categories based on decreasing radiological hazard: Greater than Class C, Class C, Class B,
and ClassA. The definition of each waste class and the correspondingdisposal method and
requirements are shown in Table 3.

Class A, B, and C wastes are suitable for some form of near-surface disposal. However, the
difference in hazardlevel is significantenough to meritdifferent disposal requirements. Class A
waste is defined as waste that decays to acceptable levels during the 100 years of assumed
institutionalcontrol at the disposalsite. Became it has a fairly low hazard level, it can be
disposed of in separate disposal units at the disposal site and must meet only the minimum
packagingrequirements defined in 10 CFR 61. Class B waste decays to levels that do not pose a
danger to public health andsafety in 100 years, yet must be stabilized for proper disposal. A
stable waste form or container is one that is designed to maintainits physicalproperties and
identityfor 300 years.

In addition to the minimumpackagingand 500-year stabilityrequirement.s,for waste to be
disposed of as Class C, it must not exceed specific radioactivitylimits for a numberof
radionuclides. These limits are determined from exposure to the waste under a varietyof
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Table 3. Waste classifications,classes, anddisposal methods.

Waste

classification Definition Disposal method and requirements

Greater than Does not qualifyfor near-surface Form and disposalmethod more stringent
Class C disposal. Proposed disposalmethods than Class C. Deep geological burial.

are considered case by case.

Class C Does not decay to safe level in 100 Minimumpackaging. Stabilityfor
Intruder years. Decays to acceptablysafe level 500 years. Protect against inadvertent
Waste in 500 years, intruder. Bury5 m below surfacewith

naturalor engineering barrier.

Class B Stabilized and decays to levels that do Minimumpackaging. Stabilityfor
Stable Waste not pose a danger to public health 300 years. Near surface burial. Covered

and safety in 100 years, to reduce surface radiationto a few
percent of naturalbackground.

Class A Decays to acceptable levels during Segregated. Minimumpackaging.
Segregated site occupancy. Near-surfaceburial.
Waste

postulated accidents at the waste disposal site. The exposure must be less than 5 mSv (0.5 rem)
in the first year for the waste to classify as Class C waste. The risk-dominantaccident scenario
for a waste site is that of the exposure of an inadvertent intruder to the disposal site after the
period of institutional control (100 years) ends. Thus, 10 CTR 61 sets specific activity limits for
Class C waste based on the 50-year whole body dose commitment from long-lived radionuclidesso
that the inadvertent intruderdose is less than 5 mSv (0.5 rem) during the first year. Class C
waste must be disposed of 5 m below the surface with natural or engineered intruder barriers,
such as concrete covers, to minimize the potential for intruder disturbance of the waste.

Wastes with specific activities greater than the Class C limits are not suitable for
near-surface burial and require deep geological burial in a form that is more stringent than
Class C (e.g., vitrification in glass).

Finally,for Class B and C wastes, there are no limitson short-lived radionuclideswhose
impact on the dose to the inadvertent intruder is small. However, 10 C-TR61 indicates that
practical considerations such as external radiation field and internal heat generation in
transportation, handling, and disposal will limit the concentrations of these radionuclides (i.e.,
6°Co and 63Ni). Currently, no regulatory approved limitson external radiation field and internal
heat generation exist in the United States. However,work has been done by U.S. fission
researchers (Kocher and Croft 1987) to propose such criteria in an attempt to develop an
intermediate waste classification. They propose a decay heat limit of 50 W/m 3 and a dose rate of
1 Sv/hr (100 rem/hr)at 1 m.

The U.S. waste classification is based largelyon radionuclides that are important in fission
" facilities. Long-lived isotopes include 14C,59Ni, 94Nb, 99Tc, 1291, 241pu,242Cm,and all other
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alpha-emitting transuranics with half-lives greater than 5 years. Tritium, _°Co, _Ni, 9°Sr,13_Cs,
and all other nuclides with half-lives less than 5 years constitute the short-lived isotopes
considered. In general, for fusion the isotopes are different because of the different materials
being considered and the different transmutation products that are generated. Fetter et ai. 1990
have performed calculations to determine the Class C specific activity limits for all long-lived

radionuclides using a methodology similar to that used in 10 CFR 61. Although the calculations
carry no regulatory acceptance, they are useful because they include fusion-specific isotopes.

3.6 Summary of Radiological Criteria

A summaryof the radiologicalcriteria presented in this sectionis presented in Table 4 for
ease of comparison.

Table 4. Summary of U.S. radioiogicalcriteria.

Dose limit

Exposure type (EDE) Comments

Normal operating < 1 mSv/yr All pathways
releases <0.1 mSv/yr Airborne

<0.04 mSv/yr Drinking water

Worker doses 50 mSv Limit

500 mSv--any organ Limit

5 mSv Typical ALARA goal

Accident releases 250 mSv Design guidelines

EPA protective 10-.50 mSv EDE at which protective actions

action guidelines are required to protect the public

Nuclear waste 5 mSv Exposure in first year to the
inadvertent intruder

3.7 Beryllium Exposure Limits

Beryllium and beryllium compoundscan pose potential health risks to humans. Because of

their potential use in the ITER EDA design, this section summarizes the current U.S. regulations
about allowable emission to the environment and permissible occupational exposure to workers.

Results presented here were obtained from the Syracuse Research Corporation (1991). Their
report cited the primary sources in the following paragraphs.

The EPA has set limits on the emissions of beryllium into the environment from industries

that process beryllium ores, metal, oxide, alloys, or waste. 40 CFR 61 limits the amount of

beryllium emitted to 10 g in a 24-hour period or to an amount that would result in atmospheric
levels of 0.01 rig Be/m 3 of air, averaged over a 30-day period. EPA's Office of Water Regulations
and Standards limits the concentration of beryllium in water to between 0.68 and 68 ng/L for

protection of human health. Higher levels are allowed for aquatic organisms.
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OSHA has established a time-weighted averagepermissibleexposure limitof 0.002 mg/m3 for
the Be concentration in workroomair. For short-termexposure (i.e, 30 minutes), the exposure
limit is 0.005 mg/m3. These values are regulations that must be met. The National Institute of
OccupationalSafety and Health (NIOSH) recommendsan exposure guidelines of 0.5 pg/m3 in
workroom air duringan 8-hour shift. There are also limitson acceptable Be ambient air
concentrations and drinkingwaterquality standardsfor a number of states in the U.S. (Syracuse
Rese,sr_Coition 1991).
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............................... I

4. NUCLEAR SAFETY-RELATEDTECHNICAL ISSUES

This section provides some in-depth discussion of a selected list of nuclear safety.related
technical issues to increase the awarenessof the fusion community about these issues and their
relevance to the overall regulatoryapprovalprocess for ITER. We use the term "issue"somewhat
guardedlyin this report, recognizingthat it can have veryspecific connotations to certain
regulatorybodies. Our intent is to connote weak spots, soft spots, or potential inadequacies that
need to be considered in ITER project planning.

The review of DOE standards,orders, and directivesconducted as pan of the development
of DOE 5480.FU_ON and associated guidance drafts(Reilly 1993) indicates that a numberof
nuclear safety-related technical issues need to be addressed in more depth for ITER than has
been the case in the historyof the fusion community. In some cases, either the fusion community
has not been awareof the importance of the issue, or the issue has not yet been adequately
considered in the ITER planning. Some are not adequately reflected in the R&D planning that
has taken place, and others are not adequately reflected in the design requirementsthat exist for
ITER.

These nuclear safety-related issues need to be addressedby the ITER project early in the
EDA to develop a credible case for obtainingregulatoryapprovalin the U.S. None of these
requirementsare unique to fusion. Many are issues that must be dealt with in the management
of any technological activity. Some are concerns only to facilities with nuclear safety-related
hazards. But because of the high level of decay heat, activationproducts, and tritium in ITER
compared with existing fusion experiments, the following issues may be perceived as relatively new
to the fusion community:

• Safety analysis requirements

• The level of overall quality assurancerequiredfor the project

• Definition of safety class items for ITER, the associated design standards,and the level
of testing required to qualifysuch items

° Verification and validationof computer codes

• Experimental databases needed for regulatory approval

° Level of technical understanding

• Tritium accountability

• Emergency planning.

Many of these issues will impact both the design and R&D programsin ITER and, as such,
requirements should be developed early so that reworkand its associatedcost will be minimized.
The following sections discuss these issues and, where appropriate,present ideas that might be
used by the JCT as they develop a regulatory frameworkfor ITER duringthe EDA phase.
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The above list represents an initial attempt at highlightingsome of the importantissues for
1TER;as such, the list is recognized as not being sufficient or complete. The completion of a
disciplinedbaseline requirementsplan, as described in Section 2.1, and the planningand
accomplishmentof a similarlydisciplinedsafety analysisfor ITER, maywell surface other issues of

. comparableimportance.

i

4.1 Safety Analysis, He,,:,rdClassification,and the Graded Approach

In the overviewof thereg,,|atoryapprovalprocessfor ITER, thesingularimportanceof the
safetyanalysisphasewasstressed(see Section2.4). This discussionprovidesdetailson three
elementsof theoverallsafetyanalysisphasefor a DOE nuclearfacilitythatshouldbegiven
specialattentionassoonaspossiblein the ITER planningto preventreworkandto enhancecost
effectivenessin the ITER project. The threeelementsaretheSAR, theDOE hazard
classificationprocess,andthegradedapproachcriterionthatDOE hasadopted. Thismaterialis
intended to assistthe JeT in structuringan efficient andeffective approachto managingthe
regulatoryapprovalprocess for ITER.

Definitions of key terms used with respect to safety analysisare based on DOE nuclear
safety analysisandequipment qualificationorders (DOE 5480.23, 6430.1A, and 5480.EQ). For
more precise communicationin this discussion,definitions have been taken from the orders for
design basis, design basis accident, beyond design basis accidents,safety analysis,safety basis,
safety class items, safety function, and technicalsafety requirements. These definitions are located
in the Definitions at the beginning of the document.

4.1.1 Purpose of the Safety Analysis

Under DOE 5480.23, Nuclear Safety Analysis Reports, a contractor who is responsible for
the design, construction, or operation of a DOE nuclear facility shall be required to perform a
safety analysis. There are four major purposes for the safety analysis:

• Provide the basis for approval of new facilities and operations, major modifications, and
eventual decommissioning

• Define and control the safety basis and commitments for design, procurement,
construction, and operation to assure safety at the facility

• Support DOE, contractor management, and safety oversight of the facility

• Provideanalytic rationale for operations as delineated in the Technical Safety
Requirements (TSRs).

The preliminarysafety analysis report (PSAR) serves as the principal safety basis upon which
DOE makes a decision to authorize procurement, design, construction, and pre-operational
testing activities. Its approval signifies that DOE understands the risks that are being assumed
with facility operation. However, DOE may authorize in writing limited activities without

, approvalof the PSAR. The final safety analysis report (FSAR) contains the final basis for safety
and risk acceptance for the final design and serves as the basis for DOE to authorize facility
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operation The FSAR will include the operating envelope defined by the TSRs, safety design
bases, coramitments to applications of codes and standards, facility management controls, and
institutional and human factors safety. It is a key means for sustaining operational authorization,

risk management, and safety ovenight. In some cases, a combined PSAR/FSAR would be

acceptable, but that would not be expected to be the case for a major system acquisition with the
complexity of ITER.

The safety analysis report (SAR) should define the safety basis, document the logic of its
derivation, demonstrate adherence to the safety basis and justify its adequacy, as well as provide
thorough documentation of the assumptions employed tn the safety analysis. The safety analysis
must identify the dominant contributors to the risk of the facility so that these vulnerabilities can
be better managed. The SAR for a DOE facility is also expected to be a living document that is
updated annually to reflect changes in design and operation. This approach offers a means by
which the safety basis remains valid, so that the acceptability of the safety of the facility can be
adequately judged.

The order also requires that a graded approach (see definitions on Page xiii) be used to
determine the level of safety analysis needed for the facility. The use of this graded approach is
intended to allow DOE a mechanism to allocate resources for safety assessment relative to the
overall risk associated with operating the facility.

4.1.2 Hazard Classification

One of the initial steps in the safety analysis process is the performance of a preliminary
assessment of the magnitude of the hazards of a facility. DOE STD 1027 provides a means of
categorizing a nuclear facility based on the potential dose to the public as indicated by the

inventory of radionuclides in the facility and its unmitigated release potential to the environment.
Threshold quantities of each radionuclide are established and used to determine the hazard
category. The three hazard category level numbers (Category 1, 2,'and 3) are inversely
proportional to the actual risk consequence, Category 1 being the greatest. The categories are
defined as follows:

/
• Category 1 -- A facility in which the hazard analysis shows the potential for significant

offsite consequences

• Category 2 -- A facility in which the hazard analysis shows the potential for significant
onsite consequences

• Category 3 -- A facility in which the hazard analysis shows the potential for only
significant localized consequences.

No numerical dose value is given in DOE STD 1027 to define the threshold for significant
offsite consequences. The threshold for significant onsite consequences is defined as a committed

effective dose equivalent of 10 mSv (1 rem) at 100 m using a wind speed of 4.5 m/s and Class D

atmospheric stability for meteorological conditions. Significant localized consequences are defined
as releases resulting in an effective whole body dose of 100 mSv (10 rein) for one day of

inhalation and direct exposure, 30 m from the point of release. If a facility has greater than
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1,000 Ci of tritium,it is a Category 3 facilityb, whereas a Category 2 facility has a tritium
inventory greater than 3 MCi of tritium. Similarinventories for manyof the fusion activation
productshave not been developed because the standardis primarilyfor f'mion systems. An
isotope listing for hazard classification that is appropriatefor fusion is needed. In the DOE

• system, Category 1 facilities include the DOE Class A reactor facilities. An example of a
Category 2 facilitymight be a uraniumfuel manufacturingplant. TFTR is now a Category 3
facilitybecause of the introductionof tritium into the facility.

The hazardcategorization constitutes a method that addresses potential consequences but
does not address risk (i.e., probabilityandconsequence). In addition to this methodology, there
are three other criteria that can be used in evaluatingthe hazard classificationof a facility. They
are:

• The complexity of the facility

• The potential energysources in the facility

• Potential for offsite consequences, as judged by the DOE ProgramSecretarialOfficial
(PSO).

DOE STD 1027doe,snotexplicitlyprovidenumericalguidanceonwhatconstitutesa
Category 1 facility in termsof complexity,magnitude of the potential energy sources, or offsite
consequence potential. This and other ambiguitiesand judgments regardingthe hazard
categorizationof ITER underscore the need for the disciplined development of baseline
requirementsas soon as possible. This development must include the negotiation of exclusions,
waivers,and clarificationof ITER intent wherever there are specific deficiencies in the directives.

\ An appropriatelist of bounding quantities of fusion isotopes will be needed to categorize the
' hazardsfor ITER if the general process requiredby DOE STD 1027 is to be implemented. It

should also be kept in mind that the ITER complexity,which we judge to be greater than many
fission reactors,the ITER potential energy sources (e.g., coolant stored energy and magnets), and
its tint-of-a-kind nature may all contributea higher consequence categorization than that
predictedbased solely on inventories.

Hazard category levels are intended to provide gradationin the level of effort required to
demonstrate compliance with DOE safety requirements. As such, they complement the graded
approachconcept advocated by DOE. But because DOE's graded approach concept is
articulatedin termsof general requirementsratherthan prescriptive norms, the approach to be
taken in ITER to implement the graded approach concept will have to be to defined at a
measurablelevel. In this regard,the fusion communitywill be breaking new ground because
nowhere within DOE has there yet been a definitive measurabletranslationof the graded

b. The thresholdvaluefor tritiumfora category3 facilityis basedon recommendationsfroma U.S.
. tritiumfocusgroupandis not derivedfromthedoseestimatesin thestandardas is thecase forother

radionuclides.
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approach concept that hu contractorand customer acceptance. In addition, the new ground
broken will constitute a precedent for future fusion activ/ties.

Finally, fusion has a unique advantageover most fmion technologies because the hazard, in
terms of induced activation products in structure and tritium,can be minimized throughprudent
selection of materials. The U.S. magnetic fusion programhas capitaUzedon this technical
difference by pursuing a low activation materials program. The use of low activation materials in
ITER would lower its intrinsichazard,which would help in reducing the effort needed to obtain
regulatoryapprovalin the U.S. This approach also complements the DOE philosophy of hazard
reduction at the source, which is a tenet of the DOE hazardcategorization process.

i

4.1.3 Contents of the Safety Analysis Report

The buic content elements of an SAR are prescribedin DOE STD 1027 and DOE 5480.23
_ and are listed later in this section. However the owner-operatorof a DOE facilityis given some

latitude in the depth of treatmentof each of the elements. DOE STD 1027 states that "the
graded approachdictates a more rigorousand more thoroughlydocumented analysisand
evaluation of higher hazard facilities than lower hazardfacilities,given the potential for more
widespreadand severe consequences if a higher hazardfacility fails to meet its safety basis
requirements." The order states that the greater the hazard, the "morepenetrating, thorough, and
well documented the SAR." Thus, the SAR for a Category 2 facilitymay not need to be as
thorough and penetrating as a Category 1 facilitySAR. Allocation and emphasis in the analysis
and documentation should be proportionalto the complexity for each subject area in the SAR,
i.e., a graded approach should be reflected.

DOE STD 1027 provides guidance on the analytictechniques that are acceptable for
accident analysisof Category 1, 2, and 3 facilities. For category 3 facilities, limitedeffort is
required to develop the key set of accidents and determine the consequences. The level and
sophisticationof the analysisincreases for a category 2 facility. Probabilistictechniques such as
event trees and fault trees are recommended to define the key accident sequences. Operational
events, design basis events, naturalphenomena, external events, and beyond design basis events
must be considered in the accident identificationstage. DOE 6430.1A states that consequences
from internally initiated accidents with annual probabilitiesof occurrence greater than 10.6be
compared with accident radiologicairelease guidelines (see Section 3). DOE 5480.28 on natural
phenomena hazardsmitigationprovides guidelineson externally initiated accidents. External
events with annual probabilitiesgreater than - 2 x 104 would be considered in the design basis
for a facility like ITER. Thus, although not explicitlystated, it can be interpreted that the 10.6
frequency value defines the line between a design basis accident and a beyond design basis
accident. More detailed engineering analysisis also requiredto determine the response of
importantsafety systems,structures, and components during the accident than nonsafety class
items. In addition,a detailed source term anddose assessment must be performed. The
requirementsfor Category 2 facilitiesalso apply to Category 1 facilities.

Although DOE 5480.23 recognizes that the SAR for Category 2 facilities need not be as
thorough and penetrating as for Category 1 facilities, there appears to be ostensiblyvery little
difference in the level of sophisticationrequired in the safety analysisbetween a Category 1 and 2
facility, as presented in DOE STD 1027. The real difference is judged to be a matterof degree
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in terms of completeness and the burden of proof. The DOE orders specificallyavoid the use of
the word completeness in termsof the SAR, probablybecause even for a Category 1 facility it
would be difficult andcostly, if not impossible, to be complete. However, DOE 5480.23 does
requires the SAR to be thorough and penetrating. This raises a key question for ITER: "Whenis

, the safety analysissufficientlythorough and penetrating?" This is a difficult question to answer
bex_use there are no DOE criteriato measurablyassess such a question. A criteriondeveloped
by one of the authors in conducting independent nuclearsafety reviews of f'_ion reactor

' documentation may have applicabilityhere: Is the risk identified,is it quantified and is it
accepted by the owner-operatorwith adequatetechnical basis? Adoption of this review concept
by the inc!ependentnuclear safety reviewers for ITER and its SARs, who presumablywill have
both fission and fusion experience, will help ensure that nothing has been overlooked or given
inadequateattention.

DOE 5480.23 lists the following topics to be included in the SAR:

• Executive summary

• Applicablestatutes, rules,regulationsand DOE orders

• Site characteristics

• Facilitydescription andoperation, includingdesign of principalstructures,components,
systems,engineered safety features, and processes

• Hazard analysisand classificationof the facility

• Principalhealth and safety criteria

• Radioactive and hazardousmaterialwaste management

• Inadvertentcriticalityprotection (not applicableto ITER)

• Radiation protection

• Hazardous material protection

• Analysis of normal, abnormal,and accident conditions, including

- Design basis accidents
- Assessment of risks
- Consideration of natural and man-made external events

- Assessment of contributoryand casualevents, mechanisms,and phenomena
- Evaluationof the need for an analysisof beyond-design-basisaccidents (however,

the SAR is to exclude acts of sabotage andother malevolent acts since these
actions are covered under securityprotection to the facility).

• Management,organization, and institutionalsafety provisions
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• Procedures and training

• Human factors

• Initial testing, in-service surveillance,and maintenance

• Derivation of technical safety requirements(TSRs)
t

• Operational safety

• Qualityassurance

• Emergency preparedness

• Provisionsfor decontaminationand decommissioning

• Applicable Facilitydesign codes and standards

• Facility unique features.

As detailed by this list, the SAR is quite broadin scope; however, varyingdegrees of
emphasis may be placed on some of the SAR sections depending on the overall importance to the
specific facility. The SAR is intended to be the central reference safety document that leads to
other more detailed results. The guidancefor DOE 5480.23 provides informationon the details
of each SAR section. This guidance is availablein both DOE STD 1027 and DOE SIT) 3009.
DOE offices are currentlyworkingon furtherguidance for producingSARs, includingthe SAR
format andcontent for Category 2 and 3 facilities.

4.2 Quality Assurance

The level of effort and resources expended in the implementationof quality assurance in the
fission nuclear industryis significantlymore than in many industriesand is notably more than has
historicallybeen the case for most fusion activities. Quality assurancehas had a high priorityfor
DOE facility management,and it is expected that this will be the case for ITER. Accordingly,
this section discusses aspects of the DOE quality assurancesystems that can significantlyaffect the
overall ITER acquisitionprocess and hence manydetails that feed into the regulatoryapproval
process. These details should be considered in the baseline requirementsdevelopment task, as
describedin Section 2.1.

The specific intent of this section is not to reproduce all relevant qualityassurance
requirements from DOE orders, but to highlightsome of them to illustrate the importanceof this
issue to the overall regulatory approvalprocess. The expected level of qualityassurance for
ITER will be significantlygreater than has been the case for other fusion facilities. Therefore, an
extension of approaches taken by the fusion communityon previous projectswould be
insufficient.

o
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Many of DOE's qualityassurancerequirements,policies, and procedures are little more than
a gathering of good management practicesunder a quality assurance umbrella. These practices
were taken from the literatureon quality assuranceand from industryexperience. A disciplined,
systems engineering implementationof the project guidance in DOE 4700.1 would fulfillmost of

• the quality assurancerequirements. The DOE quality assurancerequirementsare not separate
and unique, but are essential requirements that would be part of any well managed programor
project. This point is clear in many of the standardquality assurance texts, especially Juran

• 0974).

Quality Assuranceis an integralpart of any large DOE nuclear project. DOE 6430.1A
requiresthat an adequate qualityassuranceprogramshould identifyand control organizational
interfaces;independentlyverifyand control the design; implement a document control system:and
implementa change control system. DOE 5700.6C providesspecific quality assurance
requirementsand 10 quality assurancecriteria for a successful quality assuranceprogram. The
DOE orders cite other important industrystandards,such as ASME-NQA-1 and NQA-Z These
standards are useful in developing quality assuranceprograms. Given the internationalnatureof
ITER, the JCT must examine the applicabilityof ISO 9000 Quality standards(Bureau of Business
Practices 1992), the European Communityqualityassurancestandard for ITER.

The level of quality required for ITER will be one of the most importantdesign policy
decisions that the JCT must make. Quality will determine the magnitudeof resources necessary
to perform inspections, prototype testing, verification,documentation,configuration management,
and review. The JCT should be awareof the negative experience resultingfrom qualityassurance
organizations that, once empowered, gather so much momentum that they impede rather than
help the project. The JCT should prevent this pitfall for ITER by adopting a graded approach to
quality, much like the safety analysis decisions. Use of the graded approach for fusion activities
will break new ground.

The followingguideline, which is really a paraphraseof the concept underlyingreliability
centered maintenance, can be useful in the development of a quality assurance program for
ITER: "The level of quality assurance should scale with the relative risk posed by failure of the
specific item."

An example of a successfulapplication of the graded approach to quality is the QA program
of EG&G Idaho. Their program provides for three quality levels based on the risk posed by
failure of the item:

• Undue risks to workers or public health and safety (level A)

• Degradation of performance or reliability of the item (level B)

• Insignificant risks (level C).

The levels do not alter the basic requirements that must be met. Rather, they provide degrees of
latitude in the amount of documentation, formalism, level of record keeping, and traceability
required.
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Two key aspects of QA need to be addressed for ITH_: design verification and
documentation. DOE 5700.6(2 requiresthat designs be verified before the output of the design is
relied upon to perform its function. Acceptable methods of design verificationinclude design
reviews, alternativecalculations,and qualification testing. Whenever computer codes are used to
perform calculations, the c_les themselves must be verified and their results validated (see
Section 4.4). Requirements for qualificationtesting of components are presented in Section 4.5.
Because of ITER's tint-of-a-kind nature, much of the design will be new and may not be
verifiable to the extent requiredexcept by testing the actual unit itself. Consequently, some of
the pre-operational testing in ITER will be dedicated to verifyingdesign, and continued operation
will formallydepend upon demonstration that design requirements,calculations, and assumptions
are correct.

Another responsibility of the QA function is illustratedby the requirementstated in DOE
6430.1A: "To the extent practicable,and particularlyin the case of innovative design, the design
should be independentlyreviewed by competent consultants in constructionor manufacturing
techniques to confirm the practicabilityof construction or manufacture."This requirementnot
only underscoresthe importance of the DOE requirement for independent review of design
activities but also the constructibilityas a design criterion.

Documentation is a majorconsideration for ITER because personnel are workingon the
project all over the world and documentation is a key medium for intercommunicationamong
them. DOE orders call for the development and implementationof processes to control the
preparation,review, approval, issuance,revision, and retention of controlled documents.
Controlled documents include but are not limited to

• Drawings

• Data files

• Calculations

• Specifications

• Computer codes

• Purchase orders and related documents

• Vendor supplied documents

• Safety analyses and procedures.

Controlled documents must be retained for the time specified in DOE 1324.2A. Some
retention times extend to the life of the project plus 5 years. All documents must be traceable to
meet audit requirements.

The importance of document control and records management in a large complex, project
cannot be overstressed. It is important to maintain a system (e.g., database) that enables safety
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anddesign organizations to have access to the current design andalso to the safety analysis
assumptions (e.g., numbers)that may place constraintson the design. The consequences of a
designer or safety analystusing incomplete, outdated, or erroneous data could impact the success
of the project. The goal of a document control and records managementorganizationis to

• provide access to pertinent project informationin a timelymanner, to ensure that the information
is current, and to document the required reviews and approvals. In practice, these organizations
tend t_ become bureaucraticanddecrease productivity. The tendency could be made worse for

• ITER because of the distancesbetween participants. Clearly,the need for documentationcontrol
andrecords management is a high priorityfor ITER. Therefore, significant attention should be
given to the overall qualityassuranceprocess developed for ITER and to the document control
and records management aspects.

The following guidelines should be considered:

• Keep the responsibilityand authority at the lowest possible level in the organization to
convince personnel that qualityassurance is an integralpart of their job and not solely
the job of the QA organization

• Limit the numberof reviewerson a document to those who reallyneed to review it
and whose reviewwill add value

• Structure a simple and transparent document control and records management system
so that it does not constitute an obstacle to the work and does not limit or inhibit the
communication of results

• Use electronic media as much as possible to increase the speed of communication and
to reduce paper volume.

4.3 Safety Class Items

Safety class items (SCIs) are a nuclear safety-related issue that requires early attention of the
JCT and the entire EDA activity. SCIs have been defined by DOE for nuclear facilities, but the
interpretations and applications that have been made are not sufficient to answer all needs of the
fusion community. This section presents an overview of the DOE material on the subject, a
summary of some work that has been done within the fusion community, and suggestions for
future actions by the JCT, the ITER EDA activity, and the fusion community in general.

Safety class (or Class A) items as defined by DOE 6430.1B and 5480.EQ are systems,
components, and structures, including portions of process systems, whose failure could adversely
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affect the safety and health of the public, facilitypersonnel, and site workers, and cause
unacceptable impact to the environment: Specifically, they include items

• Whose failures would produce exposure consequences (includingradiological and
chemical) that exceed an effective dose equivalent of 5 mSv (0.5 rein) at the site
boundaryor nearest point of public access or to a workeroutside the facility

• Required to maintainthe operating parameters of ITER within safety limits

• Required to remain functionalduring and following design basis accidents and external
events

• Required to monitor releases during an accident

• Required to maintain the facility in a safe shutdown condition

• Required to provide emergency offsite and onsite communication

• That control the safety class items described above.

The ultimate identification of safety class items will be derived from the ITER safety
analysis;however, having these functional descriptions from the outset can materially contribute
to the overall design effort for 1TER.

Nonsafety class (or Class B) items are those items whose failure would not adversely affect
the environment or the safety and health of the public. There is no intermediate class of items
between Class A and B. DOE 6430.1A explains that the graded approach can be used to define
safety class items by

• Identifying those design basis accident (DBA) events that have the potential for
radioactive or chemical releases that threaten the public, the environment, or the
worker

• Determining the equipment necessaryto prevent or mitigate the effects of the accident
and stating its safety function

• Developing the environmental envelope that the equipment must be able to survive
based on the DBA events.

For nonreactor nuclear facilities like ITER, DOE 6430.1A requires consideration of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) code requirements in the design and

c. DOE 6430.1A,the current versionof the GeneralDesignCriteriaOrder,states that safetyclass items
are required only to protect the publicbut doesnot addressthe co-locatedworkers. However,the draft
6430.1Band the equipment qualificationorder, 5480.EQ(draft) both mention the need to protect the
worker to the same degreeas the public. These criteria are still in draft stage, are the subjectof much
discussion,and maychange.
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fabricationof safety class components. The ASME Boiler and PressureVessel Code, Section III,
Nuclear Plant Components (ASME 1989) provides requirements for the design of pressure
retainingcomponents and has been adopted for power plants. Topics covered by the code
include materialtraceabilityand testing;minimumstrengthrequirements and allowable stresses;

• component fabrication,installation, examination, and testing; overpressure protection; and
documentation and quality assurance requirements. Applicable components are designated as
Class 1, 2, or 3 depending on their intended function and importance. DOE states that safety

• class items shall be designed to a minimumof Class 2 rules. Thus, as currentlywritten in the
order, fusion safety components would not have to be designed to Class 1 rules, which are very
restrictive. The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code was adopted by DOE for f'_ion reactors
and some other nuclear applications. We are not aware of any specific application decisions for
fusion facilities like ITER (e.g., high neutron fluence). Accordinglythis is an issue that will have
to be addressed. DOE 6430.1B covers similarapplicability questions and states that safety class
systems can be designed to other comparable safety-related codes and standards that are
appropriate for the system being designed. The order also states that for nonsafety class items
the design shall be subject to conventional industrial design standards, codes, and quality
standards. However, the EDA activity will have to clarify what structural design criteria aad
standards are appropriate for fusion materials irradiated to high neutron fluences.

A preliminary assessment of safety class items was performed (Lyon 1990) as part of the
ITER Conceptual Design Activities (CDA). In most cases, a system was required to be safety
grade because it provided primary confinement for radioactive material or was required to keep
ITER in a safe mode during shutdown. His analysis indicated the followingsafety class items as
defined by DOE 6430.1A:

System Reason

Vacuum vessel system Primary radioactivity confinement

Vacuum pumping system Primaryradioactivity confinement

First wall cooling system Safe shutdown cooling

Divertor cooling system Safe shutdown cooling

Breeder cooling system Safe shutdown cooling

Tritium fuel system Primary radioactivity confinement

Isotope separation system Primary radioactivityconfinement

Plasma diagnostic attachments Primary radioactivityconfinement where
these systems form a part of torus boundary

The magnets and cryogenic system were not classified in his assessment. However, if analysis
of the design of these systems indicates that their failure could result in failure of a safety class
system, they would also be designated as safety class. Plasma control systems, such as a fast
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shutdown system that might be required for FFER, were not mentioned but would probably be

safety class items. In addition, some of these systems might contain some components that are
only Class 2 or none at all if detailed dose calculations based on actual designs indicate that their
failure did not result in significant offsite release of radiation.

Remote maintenance systems have not received much attention in this regard. They are

required to prevent significant worker exposure for activities within the ITER cryostat. If they
failed and manual maintenance were required,a significant increase in worker exposure could
result. Thus, remote maintenance systems might be designated as SCIs to protect workers.

Lyon's assessment was based on the ITER CDA design. It is not clear that the first

wall/blanket and divertor cooling systems would have to be safety class for the EDA design.
1TER might be designed such that failure of these systems would not cause radiation, exposures in
excess of DOE limits. However, this classification does not consider the protection of workers,
which could also influence the number of systems that are safety class. Lyon's work provides a
significant base for future fusion development.

Identifying SCIs should be a specific task objective in the EDA, in the safety analysis task,
and in the baseline requirements development planning, discussed in Section 2.1. The first two
activities would produce the definitive list of SCIs for ITER, as well as implement many of the
requirements that derive from an item being an SCI. The third activity, baseline development,
would identify the schedules and interfaces associated with the management of the SCI issue. An
integral part of these activities would be the identification of the fusion-relevant requirements in
existing directives and the timely negotiation of waivers, exclusions, and exemptions from
requirements that are irrelevant to ITER.

DOE 5480.EQ also details the testing requirements needed to qualify SCIs for their use and
to verify that adequate margins exist in the design. Testing requires that the key environmental
conditions (such as temperature, pressure, humidity, chemical effects, radiation, electromagnetic
effects, aging, and seismic effects) be known and that synergistic effects be considered. All
documentation should follow DOE 5700.6C on quality assurance (see Section 4.2). In addition,
DOE 6430.1A indicates that all systems for which regulatory credit is taken to meet the accident
release criteria (discussed in Section 3) must be tested in-place for "pressure, filtration or removal
efficiency, alarm capability, leak resistance, and the like." In addition, SCls must be designed to
be tested regularly. Recommendations regarding acceptable test programs are discussed in
Section 4.5.

The entire issue of SCIs and equipment qualification raises some interesting questions
relative to fusion and ITER. In fission reactors, many of the safety systems tend to be separate,
easily i0entified standby systems or components that must be used during a transient, such as the

emergency core cooling system, the residual heat removal system, and containment spray system.

In fusion, with increased emphasis on safety in design, the safety of the system is a more integral

part of the machine. Existing components, in addition to their primary design function, may have
more than one safety function (e.g., the vacuum vessel has both radioactivity confinement and
decay heat removal safety functions). Thus, there may be fewer discreet, external, single-function

SCIs in a fusion machine. This small number suggests that the conventional fission safety
classification of systems may not be entirely appropriate to fusion. An alternative classification
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systemthat capitalizeson the technical differences between f'_sionand fusion different must be
considered for ITER for a favorable regulatory approval process without impacting the overall
cost.

• 4.4 Verification and Validation of Computer Codes

The issue of verification and validation(V&V) of computer codes for ITER is somewhat
analogous to the issue of qualityassurance,Section 4.2. The issue may not have received enough
attention in fusion applicationsto meet current DOE requirements. For that reason, this section
describesDOE V&V requirementsthat the JCT should consider in the frameworkfor ITER
regulatoryapproval. This section includes some experiences from DOE applications and
guidelines to clarify the options for JCT understanding.

4.4.1 Requirements

Computer codes are being used to performthe design and safety analysesfor ITER. DOE
requiresthat such computer codes be verified and validatedunder DOE 5700.6C and DOE
1330.1D to ensure that the resultsthat are obtained are meaningfuland that the programhas
assurance that the design and safety basis are sound• In general, V&V should be performed
before the PSAR andTitle II design for the facilitybegin.

Many of the standardsand requirementsused to verify and validate nuclear safety-related
computer codes were developed by the NRC for the licensing of commercial nuclear power

plants. The requirements are embodied in ASME NQA-I and ASME NQA-2 standards. In

addition, several American National Standards Institute (ANSI)/]nstitute of Electrical and

Electronic Engineers (IEEE) standards (ANSI/IEFJ_ S'I'D 730, 828, 829, 830, 983, and 1012) are
used as guides. These standards state that codes used in the design or safety analysis of a system
must be verified, validated, and controlled to provide assurance for documentation of changes or
modification.

Verification is defined as the process of determining whether or not the software is coded
correctlyand conforms to the specified software requirements. Strictly speaking, full verification
would require a line-by-line check of the entire computer code to ensure correctness. However,
other less stringent methods are considered applicable, such as developing a series of calculationai
cases or input decks that test much of the logic in the code to ensure that the code performsas
stated in the theory or user's manual. The level of detail and rigoris defined in the V&V plan
and is based on the intended application of the code, as discussed later in this section. As a
general rule, all design and safety analyses should be verified to some extent because it is good
engineering practice.

Validation is defined as the process of evaluating software to ensure compliance with
software requirementsand physicalapplicabilityto the process being modeled. Validation is
generally more involved than verification. Validation of a code would consist of comparingit with
known analytic solutions for problemssimilar,yet perhaps simpler, than the problemat hand. It
would also include benchmarkingthe code against relevant experimental data, thus ensuringthat
the analysis reasonablycaptures the correct physicsand chemistry. It could also include
comparison against an alreadyvalidated computer code. A code would be considered validated if
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it met the predetermined acceptance criteria. An example of an acceptance criterion is that the
code results agreed with the data within a predetermined factor or produced results that agreed
with another validated code.

The number and type of benchmarking problems needed to validate a code is a strong
function of the complexity of the phenomena being modeled, the code's range of applicability, and
the data that are or could be available. For a complicated computer code, verification could
require that all individual models and submodeis in the code be verified and validated against
separate-effects data and that integral validation of the cxxie also be performed. All of these

issues are a function of the specific technical area and need to bt considered in the respective
V&V plans. Full V&V can cost as much as developing the original code.

For a code to be considered validated at a given quality level (see Section 4.2), the key data
with which it is compared should be of the same quality level. Thus, V&V requirements for codes
can impact the type of database and testing that are necessary. Database development and testing
are discussed in Section 4.5.

EG&G Idaho has developed a graded approach for the software quality control level
required for safety and design analyses of DOE facilities. The three quality levels (A, B, and C)
defined in Section 4.2 on quality assurance are applied to software. None of the formal V&V
requirements are imposed on quality level C work. For quality level A and B computer codes,
ANSI/IEEE standards on V&V are used as guidelines. For a code to be quality level A, strict
adherence to the standards is required. For a code to be quality level B, there is more latitude,
and engineering judgment plays a role in determining the adequacy of the V&V. Both level A
and B codes require that a software quality assurance plan be written. The plan documents the
functional requirements for each piece of software, the acceptance criteria to be used in the V&V

process, the approach to be taken to verification and validation, and the software configuration
control strategy that would be used. In addition to this plan, user's and theory manuals are
written and the results of V&V are documented. Finally, documentation is provided to manage
configuration control of the software itself. This process is relatively time consuming and
expensive. Quality levels A and B require that this documentation be prepared and that
configuration control be established, however, the level of detail and rigor in the verification and
validation differs.

4.4.2 Experience from DOE Applications

We have examined some recent DOE programs to determine the quality level appropriate
for computer codes used in ITER. The results indicate that the degree of V&V varies
significantly because of a difference in interpretation relative to implementation of the standards.
The degree appears to be strongly correlated to the size of the budget in the program. In the
New Production Reactor program, extensive V&V was planned for the Modular High-
Temperature Gas Reactor codes before the program ended. The reactor would have been a
Class A reactor facility and categorized as a Category 1 hazard. The approach used was very

similar to that used in the commercial nuclear reactor industry and would have met the quality
level A requirements discussed earlier. The V&V would have required substantial resources to
implement. In fact, the program spc:_t 2 years developing the software requirements document
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for their large-systembehavior code. The code was never actuallydeveloped before the program
ended.

!

By contrast,the effort to restartthe Savannah River productionreactors and the safety !
• analysesfor the AdvancedTest Reactor (ATR) at the INEL involvedless V&V of safety codes

because of serious practicallimitations,as discussed below, even though both reactors are Class A,
Category 1 hazardfacilities. First,many of the codes used to analyze the safety of the plants

" were deemed to qualifyas quality level C. Even if the codes were fullyverified to quality level A
standards,many of the codes contain empirical correlations (e.g., heat transfercorrelations,
materialscorrelations) based on data generated without traceablequality control (i.e., pedigree is
a term used to express the carefuldocumentationof sources anddata). Thus, in termsof quality
level, the code is only as good as the data and correlations it contains. In manycases, the best
state-of-the-art computercode can only be qualified as qualitylevel C because of these concerns.
Therefore, the approach used for the SavannahRiver projectdconsisted of identifyingthe key
computercodes used to set operating andsafety limits in the reactorand bringingthem under
configurationcontrol. Then, the correlations in the code were reviewed for applicability,and the
codes were verified and validatedusing the procedures requiredfor quality level B, even though
the _e it_e|f would be inherentlyqualitylevel C. A series of specific boundingexperiments
were identified by technical experts and performed to obtain quality level B type data for the
validationeffort. Verificationwould be performedon the codes, and all work would be reviewed
and documented for traceability. This approachwas taken largelyfor practicalreasons, given the
programbudget; however, it was approved by both qualityauditors and safety review boards. A
similarapproach,though somewhatmore limited in scope, was used for the ATR safety analysis.

These case studies indicate that programconstraintsinfluenced the methods pursuedfor
V&V. Given limitedbudgets, the programsdecided to do what made sense technicallyand still
compliedwith the spiritof the DOE orders. Full V&V to quality level A standardscould not
have been achievedbecause of inherent limitationsin the computer codes and the large amount
of resources needed to do such a project. Moreover,the value of qualifyinga safety computer
code to the quality level A requirementswas questioned, given the concern about the lower
quality of data used in some of the correlations. These results are fairlypromisingfor ITER.
Even if ITER is declared a Category 1 facility,there is precedence in the DOE system to adopt a
V&V programthat makes technicalsense andcan be accomplishedwithin reasonablecost. If
ITER is determined to be a Category 2 facilitythen an approachsimilarto that described above
would seem to be technicallysound.

4.4.3 Guidelines for the JOT

Based on reviewsof practices in a few DOE programs, the following guidelines are offered
for consideration for ITER:

• The ITER JCT must determine the overall V&V guidelines that will be used for design
and safety analyses. Detailed, lower level requirements cannot be developed universally
for the project because they are a strong function of the technical area, the safety

d. The approach used by Savannah River to V&V their safety codes was developed by EG&G Idaho.
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criteriadeveloped by the JET, and the relative contributionof each area to the total
risk of ITER. Instead, the JCT should develop a policy and philosophy that relate the
amount of V&V required,and hence the resource allocation, to the relative risk of
each area, which is the graded approach concept. In general, more resources and more
technical attention will be required in areas where safety marginsin the design are
smallerand the impacton overall risk is greater.

• The respective Home Teams need to develop V&V plans for each of their safety and
design codes. The plans need to set specific functionalrequirementsand acceptance
criteriafor the codes in light of the overall ITER philosophy. Because of the general
lack of data in many areas,a group of technical experts who understandthe technology,
the computer code, and the associateddatabaseshould agree on the approach. The
detailed requirements and acceptance criteria for validation are expected to vary from
technical area to technical area depending on the risk consequence aspects of the
specific item. For example, a code could be considered verified andvalidated if it
matched the datawithin 25%, whereas in other cases a factor of five may be acceptable
if the impactof the resulton the overall design marginor safety risk is small. The
tectmicalexperts must assess the current phenomenological understandingas embodied
in the codes and the availabledatabase, and identifyany new data that must be
generated to help validate the model for ITER. The codes must be put into some form
of configuration control. The experts must also develop a set of relevant benchmark
experiments and test probi,.' _,.to be used in the validation,rememberingthat the
qualityof the validation is, :_,yas good as the quality of the underlyingdatabase.
These benchmarkexperiments should bound the ratlge of conditions expected in ITER
as much as possible. Finally, the experts must focus only on validationfor ITER.
ITER does not have the funds to validate a code under non-lTER relevant conditions.

• Finally, for much of the work done in the past, codes were validatedby comparing the
results with a series of bounding data obtained from well-controlledexperimental
programs under an appropriatequality assuranceprogram. Thus, the validation defined
an acceptable envelope in which the code resultswere considered reasonable. For
ITER, much of its intended application is an extrapolationfrom a smallerdatabase of
existing fusion experimentaldevices. It maynot be possible to obtain bounding data
for validation because fusion is an emerging technology, as opposed to an established
technology like fission. Manyof the early fission reactc,rsplayed a similarrole in terms
of providingthe technical data needed to develop maturityin the overall fission reactor
technology. However, there were no universallyrequired or accepted V&V
requirements in the early days of fission. Even today, for safety analyses of existing
DOE reactors, the:actual facilities have been tested to obtain requiredvalidation
information. The burdenof proofwill be more difficult for a machine like ITER that
has yet to be built. These concerns need to be examined b, the technical experts in
each area to determine the degree of extrapolation and the associated risk. Pre-
operational testing in ITER will probablybe necessary. In other cases, such as plasma
physicsissues concerning ignition and control, the extrapolation risk may be present
until ITER is actually operating.
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This approach should be studied and understoodby the JL-'Tand the developers of the
baseline requirements to ensure that all specific requirements are adequatelydefined and that all
interfaces are reflected in the Ionc-rangeplanning and resource identification tasks.

• 4.5 Experimental Databases

Experimental databasesare not a unique issue to ITER, but some aspects warrantearly
" consideration by the JCT because of their impact on overall scheduling,allocation of resources,

and in some cases the need for planningbecause of the long lead time that results from special
data and test needs. Both the safety analysisanddesign activitiesmay impose requirementson
experimental data needed for ITER.

Experimental databases will be needed to support the design, safety analysis,and the
regulatoryapproval process for _R. In general, three types of databasesare envisioned:

• Tests to understandbasic phenomena related to ITER safety [e.g., activationproduct
mobilizationand transport,off-normalplasma behavior, loss-of-coolant-accident
(LOCA) response, and tritiumrelease] for use in safety computer codes to support the
safety analysis(DOE Y480.23)

• Tests to qualify safety class items (e.g., fast plasma shutdown systems,radioactivity
confinement, detritiationand radioactivityfiltrationsystems, andvacuumvessel cooling
system) under DOE 5480.F__

• Tests to verify the design of components andsystems for ITER (will show that the
system or component works) under DOE 6430.1B and DOE 5700.6C.

The following sections describe testing requirementsfrom the DOE orders, highlightthe
relevant technical issues relating to adequacyof a test programandresulting database,and discuss
some selected dataquality issues.

4.5.1 Requirements

DOE 5480_ and DOE 5700.6C state the following requirements for developing an
acceptable testing program:

• ITER must have access to facilities,qualified personnel, procedures, and an approved
QA program

• IEEE STD 600shouldbeusedfor guidanceon implementinga testprogram

• All test data and reports must be maintainedin an auditable file

• An auditable link must connect the test unit and the installer;equipment

. • Tests must be conducted undernormaloperating conditions and at the extremes of all
mechanicalandelectricalperformancelevels
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• Where ailing is a concern, the equipment should be aged and then tested under both
normal operating and design basis accident conditions.

The following testing methods are acceptable to comply with DOE

• Testing an identical item under identicalor similar conditions with analysis to show
qualification

• Testing a similar item with supportinganalysis to show qualification

• Using operating experience with identical or similarequipment undersimilar conditions
with analysisto show qualification

• Using analysisand partial type test data that supportsthe assumptions and conclusions
to show qualification

• ASing anal_is.

DOE 5480.F_ providesstringent requirementsfor the documentation needed for a safety
test program. Testing ne,eah to be conducted following an approved test plan (which usually
requires independent peer review)and approvedoperating procedures. There must be an
adequate qualityassurance programto ensure the qualityof the data collected. Data must be
retained in auditablefiles. These requirementswill addboth time and money to the cost of R&D
testing programs. Furthermore,the additional formalismin the documentation (e.g., test plans
and procedures) will result in reduced flexibility in termsof the program'sabilityto accommodate
changes in scope in the test programwhen new technical informationor questions arise. As a
result, a less formal test capability should be retained to resolve unforeseen technical questions.
This alternative test capabilitycan provide scoping data quicklyto evaluate a technical issue, yet it
will not impactthe formaltest program. Any changes in directionsuggested by the scoping data
can be accommodated cost effectively.

4.6.2 Adequacy Concerns

Despite the degree of formalismrequired by DOE 5480.EQ, some flexibilityexists in the
methods of testing to be used and the proper mixof testing and data needed to produce a
credible safety or design database. However, much of the testing for ITER (as for other nuclear
facilities)can never exactlysimulate the conditions expected. Therefore, questions will always
arise about the adequacyand completeness of the testing program. Moreover, the approach that
is used to verify and validate the computer codes will impact the amount of data and type of
testing that are needed. Sound engineeringjudgment and technicallogic will be needed to
determine the optimummixof testing.

Databases developed in the fission industrycan be used as a startingpoint for the technical
issues that must be consideredin selecting the testing and judgingthe adequacy of the database
that is needed. Historicallyin the fissioncommunity,the type of testing has been driven by three
effects: scale, complexityof phenomena to be studied, and environmentaleffects.
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The issueofscaleisoneofprototypicality.Small-scalelaboratorytestsarerelatively
inexpensive,butmay notbeprototypicoftheengineeringsystemorstructure,Testingcanbe
performedusingscaledfacilitiesorcomponents.However,scalingissometimesacontroversial
technicalmue fortworeasons:How adequateisthescalinglawandhow muchextrapolation

• mustbeusedtodescribetheactualbehaviorofthesystem?Prototypictestingismoreexpensive,
butcanprovidedirectinformationontheperformanceofasystemorstructure.Inmostfluion
projects,allthree_ oftestinghavebeenused.Clearly,formoderatesizedcomponentsor

• systems,prototypetestingiscosteffectiveandproducestheleastuncertainty.When theactual
componentorsystemistoolargetotest,eitherscaledtestingorinsitutestingcanbeused.
Carefulplanningmustbeusedindevelopingscaledtestfacilities.

The complexityof the phenomena to be studied determines the mixof separate.effects
testing and integral testing required. In cases where the phenomena to be studied are fairly
simple, separate-effects tests are probablyadequate. However, if important competing materials
interactions, physical phenomena, or chemical reactionsdetermine the ultimate behavior of a
systemor structureunder specified conditions, integral testing is also necessary. The complexity
of the analysistool or computer code used to understandthe phenomena or system is also
important here. For example, if the computer code is a set of submodels that must interact in a
complex way,each submodel must be tested as well as the entire code. Such issues should be
addressed in the computer code V&V plan, which would then impact the R&D testing.

Radiation is an environmentaleffect that should be consideredin developing the test
programfor nuclear components. If irradiationeffects are not important,out-of.pile experiments
are probablyadequate. If irradiationeffects are important, irradiatedmaterial,in-pile
experiments, or both are also necessary. Furthermore,the lack of a 14 MeV neutron source for
studyingmaterial irradiationbehavior is a key weakness, the impact of whichwill need to be
addressedin any fusion material testing programanddatabase. For fusion, there is also a concern
about thermalcycling and the electromagneticenvironment and their potential impactson the
behavior and reliabilityof equipment.

Finally,DOE 54_._ states that testing programsshould consider synergisticeffects. Thus,
the coupled effects of radiationand magnetic fields should be considered for some components.

Because of its first-of-a-kindnatureand mission, the databasesfor ITER may not have the
same scope and depth as comparable fissiondatabases. In addition, some testing issues, such as
synergisticeffects, radiationdamage (i.e., lack of a 14 MeV neutron source), and scale probably
cannot be addressedin existingfacilities and could only be addressed by ITER itself. Thus. some
pre-operationaltesting with ITER or ITER components must bc performedbefore receiving
approvalfor D-T operation. For example, testing the magnetsin situ may be requiredto qualify
them for operation. However, even withsome operationalexperience in ITER, the lack of a
robust database at full neutron fluence will limit the amount of safety credit that can be taken for
some irradiatedcomponents, such as the firstwall, blanket,and divertor.

4.S.3 Quality Concerns

Two issues related to the quality of the database that is developed need mention here. First,
the qualityprogramset up for ITER woulddetermine the amountof formalismneeded in
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performinganalyses and conductingexperiments. In most cases, dataquality from a quality
assurancestandpoint refers to using approved procedures, maintainingadequate records,and
being able to trace the work that is performed.

Second, the accuracyof the datadepends on whether or not the data that have been
gathered are correct or valid for the intended purpose. A possible approach to addressingthis
issue is the EG&G Idaho Data Review Committee (DRC) established to evaluate the data. The
DRC members have certain expertise, usuallya QA person, an instrumentationor measurement
person, a person who understands the tests or experiments, and perhaps a user of the data. They
act as a peer committee to determine if the data make sense and can be validated. The concept
of peer review may be regarded as the best way to evaluate data from the R&D work because it
is generallystate of the art.

4.6 Level of Technlcal Understandlng

Technicalunderstanding ofthe results ofthe R&D activitiesisasimportantas allprevious
issues. Technical understandingin not an issue in the same sense as qualityassurance,for
example,which demands meeting prescriptive requirements. Rather, technical understandingis an
issue in the sense of a mandatorycapabilityof ITER personnel. One reason for this importance
results from the increasingrole of peer review in large nuclear projects. In general, peer
reviewerswill be much more interested in the basicscience, and how well presenters understand
the gathered data than in whether all proper procedures have been followed. The greater
fundamentalunderstandingthat is gained, the more credible any extrapolations requiredfor
qualificationwill be viewed. The requiredlevel of fundamentalunderstanding is a function of the
technicalarea. In general, empiricaldata are viewed more skepticallyby reviewers than data that
can be explainedwith phenomenological models. Clearly, the issue of balance Lsimportanthere.

Consequently, the JCT should ensure that the requirement for a fundamentaltechnical
understandingis formallyidentified in the baseline requirementsand in all subsequent project
managementdocumentation. Identifyingit as such will allow adequate planning and guaranteed
resources. These actions will ensure that the Parties use a systemthat communicates the
fundamentaltechnical understanding. This communication is necessaryto convince a peers that
the riskof designing, building,andoperating ITER is identified, quantified,and acceptable based
on the Parties' understandingof the fundamentalbehavior of the total facilitysystem in its
intended operational program.

4.7 Tritium Accountability

The DOE requirements for tritium accountabilityshouldbe mentionedhere as a nuclear
safety-relatedtechnicalissue.Theserequirementsmustbeevaluatedin thebaselinerequirements
phaseof ITER to ensurethattheydo nothindertheperformanceanyessentialelementsof the
ITER programor to negotiatetheexclusionsor waiversthatmaybe required.

Tritium is a nuclear material of strategic importance and thus is subject to the control and
accountability requirements stated in DOE 5633.3A. The DOE order classifies tritium as "other
nuclear material," and the reportable quantity is 0.01 g (100 Ci). The order implements a graded
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material control and accountability program. The order describes classification procedures to
categorize nuclear materials safeguards (I, If, Ill, and IV), depending on the type of nuclear
material and its attractiveness (i.e., a measure of the ease with which the material can be used to

make a weapon). Tritium is classified as nonspecial nuclear material and is given a Category IV
. rating. The order provides requirements for materials accountability (e.g., accounting systems,

inventories, measurements and measurement control, material transfers), materials control (e.g.,

access c_ntrol), materials surveillance and containment, and detection and assessment.

TSorITER, dealing with the 100-Ci reportable requirement would be very difficult given the
large quantity of tritium that will be in the facility. Moreover, DOE 5633.3A states that for new
facilities the planning, design, construction, and operation should incorporate the latest material
control and accountability technologies, systems, and approaches. Verbatim compliance with
DOE 5633.3A could have a serious negative impact on ITER fuel cycle design. Thus, this issue
needs early JCT attention.

4.8 Emergency Planning

The ITER Technical Advisory Committee, in its second meeting, set a goal of requiring no
offsite emergency planning (i.e., no public evacuation) for ITER. Implementation of that goal by
the JCT/rl'ER management will have a major effect on the ITER project for both siting and
design. This section briefly describes the DOE requirements for and approach to emergency

planning. This description illustrates the nature of the issue and some of its ramifications on the
regulatory approval process for ITER. As for the other issues in this section, the emergency
preparedness requirements must be stressed and project policy defined for completeness in the
baseline requirements development, and for early negotiation of waivers and exclusions based on
fusion relevant technology.

DOE 5500.1B, 5500.2B and 5500.3A present the DOE emergency planning and management
system, including classification of emergency events, notification and reporting requirements, and
planning and preparedness requirements. The purpose of these orders is to develop requirements
for planning, preparedness, and readiness activities in the event of an emergency.

DOE developed three categories of emergencies (operational, energy, and continuity of
government) and classes within each category that are commensurate with the potential hazards
of the emergency conditions. An operational emergency is defined as a significant accident,
incident, event, or natural phenomenon that could seriously degrade safety or security at the
DOE facility. Energy and continuity of government emergencies require responding to actual or
potential disruptions of the nation's energy supplies and threats to security, respectively. For
reactor and nonreactor nuclear facilities, operational emergencies apply.

The three classes of operational emergencies are alert, site area emergency, and general
emergency. An alert for a facility like ITER would be declared for an event in which an actual or
potential degradation in the level of safety of the facility is in progress or has occurred. Any
release of radioactive material is expected to be a small fraction of the protective action
guidelines (PACTs), as discussed in Section 3. A site area emergency would be declared for an
event in which actual or likely major failures of facility functions needed for protection of the
workers or public is in progress or has occurred. Any release of radioactive material is expected
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to exceed the PAGs onsite but not offsite. Thus, protective action of onsite workers is required.
A general emergencywould be declared if an event in which actual or imminent catastrophic
reduction of facilitysafety systems with potential for loss of hazardousmaterialcontainmentor
confinement is in progressor has occurred. Releases in these events are expected to exceed the
PAGs offsite. Protective actions for offsite general public is required.

All DOE facilities need to establish and maintainemergencymanagement programs
consisting of plans and procedures to respond to operational emergencies. The program must be
commensurate with the assessment of potential hazardsat the facility. Three hazardlevels are
identified: high, moderate, and low.

The emergencyplanning hazardassessment is the technical basis for the emergency
management program. "[heassessment must consider a broad rangeof emergency events that
could affect the facility that result from

• Operation

• Accidents

• Earthquakesand other naturalphenomena

• Hostile acts

• Terrorism

• Sabotage

• Malevolent acts.

Design basis accidents and their associatedassumptionscan be used as a startingpoint, but
the order requires that a broad spectrumof events from minoroccurrences to beyond design basis
events need to be considered. Vulnerabilityand target analyses,which are usuallyclassified,
should also be considered. Thus, this assessment differs from that required as partof the safety
analysisspecified in DOE 5480.23 and DOE STD 1027.

For each potential operational emergency, the assessment must address

• The initiatingevent

• Accident mechanisms

• Equipment or system failures

• Event indications

• Contributing events
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• Source terms

• Material release characteristics

. • Topography

• Environmentaltransport,diffusion,and exposureconsiderations.

The assessmentmustalsodeterminethesizeoftheemergencyplanningzone (EPZ). The
EPZ istheareasurroundingthefacilityforwhichspecialplanningand preparednesseffortsare
requiredtoensurethatpromptand effectiveprotectiveactionscanbe takentominimizetherisk
toworkers,thegeneralpublic,and theenvironment.

Intheemergencyplanningorders,thereisan implicitcorrespondencebetweenhazard
categorization(high,moderate,orlow),operationalemergencyclass,and dosethresholds.Recall

thatthesafetyanalysishazardclassificationalsocategorizedfacilitiesina similarmanner
accordingtotheirriskconsequence:

Categoryl--potentialforsignificantoffsiteconsequences
Category2--potentialforsignificantonsiteconsequences

Category3--potentialforsignificantlocalizedconsequences.

However,thedosethresholdwas notdefinedfora CategoryI facility.With these
definitions,thefollowingcorrespondencecanbe made:

Table5. Hazardassessments,emergencyclasses,and PAG limits.

HazardAssessments Maximum

Safety Emergency Operational PAG
Analysis Planning_ EmergencyClass Limit

1 high General 10mSv (Irem)offsite

2 moderate Site Area 10 mSv (1 rem) onsite

3 low Alert Fractions of 10 mSv (1 rem)

ITER could more easily obtain regulatory approval if, at that time, it could describe an

established interpretation of the correspondence between the hazard categorization for emergency
planning and the hazard categorization for safety analysis. This correspondence is not adequately

addressed in DOE guidance documents and could delay receiving regulatory approval if the

reviewers do not have a common technical understanding of the basic underlying issues. Such an
approach might preclude the need for negotiated waivers, exemptions, and exclusions.

The ITER Technical Advisory Committee has established a goal that ITER be designed such

that offsite emergency planning is not required. It is not obvious how this goal could be
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realisticallyaccomplished,given the wide spectrumof events that mustbe considered in the
emergency planning hazard assessment (e.g., sabotage, terrorism,or malevolent acts). In manyof
these events, credit might not be allowed for any active safety systems,and perhapseven for
passive safety systems,resulting in potentially largereleases to the environment. One way to
avoid offsite emergency planning, given the uncertainty in interpreting the type of accident
sequences that must be considered, would be to site ITER on an isolated DOE reservation where
a large emergency planning zone would not encompass any significantlypopulated area.
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5. GUIDELINES FOR THE JCT

This section provides some top level guidance criteria that, based on our study of the
requirements for obtaining regulatoryapprovalof ITER, would have the greatest impact on the

• development of a successful frameworkfor structuring the JCTfITER approach to obtaining such
approval. These criteriaare specificallynot a compilation of the suggestions or needs identified
in the earliersections of this report. Rather,we have attempted to extract key criteriathat

" would be the most beneficial to top decision makers in the Parties and the JC'I'. In addition to
the specific guidance criteria, this section discussesother relevant subjects that are not guidance
criteria.

The guideline criteria are

• Maintain an approach that focuses on needs of fusion and ITER to ensure that the
requirements of this technology are foremost in the decision processes and that the
historyand experience of the fission industryare kept in proper perspective, neither
being blindlyadopted nor summarilydismissed.

• Recognize ITER's experimental nature in the development of regulatoryrequirements.

• Focus on hazard reduction and passive or inherent safety design solutions as a means of
preventing accidents.

• Implement a graded approach policy in the overall management of the project such
that all requirements are proportionate to the associated risk.

• Integrate the use of risk- and cost-benefit analyses into the overall graded approach
system to help guide the development of licensing requirements as much as possible.

• Implement a policy of detecting and fixing problems at the source at the earliest time
possible.

• In the process to review and adopt ITER requirements, highlight the importance of not
stifling innovative approaches in design and safety by the adoption of any requirement.

• Implement a configuration management policy that will result in a mirdmum number of
separate documents used to define requirements, thus reducing the potential for
contradiction and conflict, and enhancing the probability of always being in compliance.

• Structure the baseline development task to identify the information required for ITER
planning in such a way that the Home Teams can both participate in the identification
of all relevant requirements for their countries and also monitor changes in their
countries' requirements. Charge the Home Teams with keeping the JCT informed of
all relevant regulatory developments. Delegate to the home teams the lead
responsibility for negotiation of waivers and exclusions of potential host country

• requirements.
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The information in this report is strongly focused on the requirement of one of the ITER

Parties, the U.S. Gathering the experiences of all Parties in similar efforts would be of significant
value to the JCT in the development of its regulatory approach framework. However, unless
delegated to the Home Teams, such an encompassing task would unduly burden the limited ITER
resources. As a minimum, the JCT needs to develop an understanding of the general regulatory
requirements of each of the Parties and to identify the specific requirements that are sensible and
technologically defensible for ITER.

.L

ITER will be a first-of-a-kind machine, which will pose unique challenges for the fusion
community, especially in the regulatory arena. For safety issues, it is important to acknowledge
that ITER is an experimental machine. As such, uncertainties will exist and some questions that
might be raised in the regulatory review process will not have complete answers (e.g., How does
an ignited plasma behave? What are the effects of 14 MeV radiation damage to plasma facing
components and structural materials? How will the divenor behave under a given off-normal
condition?). It follows then that the regulatory strategy must show that ITER can meet its safety

requirements without having to rely on components that are either experimental or cannot be
fully qualified in a separate test program (e.g., divertor, first wall, and blanket). A simpler and
more demonstrable safety approach is one that relies on more stringent radioactivity confinement
barriers, such as the vacuum vessel and cryostat. Such an approach has precedence in U.S. f'msion
irradiation test reactors, where testing of components or structures would be performed under
conditions where the behavior was uncertain. In these cases, a robust radioactivity confinement
barrier surrounded the test article, and safety calculations showed that there were no credible
challenges to the barrier.

Regulators tend to be fairly conservative as a group. In fission technology, they have tended
to be more comfortable with evolutionary designs, such as the advanced pressurized water and
boiling water reactors, and the corresponding prescriptive requirements than with revolutionary

advanced f'_ion reactor designs, such as the gas and liquid metal reactors. Interactions among
the advanc,:d fission reactor design community and regulators indicate that new technologies with
innovative approaches to safety and design (e.g., lack of containment, mechanistic source terms)
have faced significant institutional inertia in gaining acceptance. Regulators must first understand
the new technology before they can understand the safety philosophy or approach that is being
pursued. This education process takes time, and for ITER it will be even more important because
fusion is a significantly different technology from fission. Therefore, the safety and regulatory
personnel of ITER must educate the regulators about fusion, ITER, and ITER's approach to
safety. This large challenge will be very important to the overall success in obtaining regulatory
approval of ITER.

One final observation regarding the current status of the DOE regulatory system warrants
discussion. Many in the fusion community have stated that the current DOE regulatory system is
changing, that many DOE orders relevant to fusion are either in draft or are being changed, that
a fusion-specific order (DOE .5480.FUSION) is being developed to correct many of the system
deficiencies, and that the uncertainties in this system are a major obstacle to obtaining regulatory

approval. Overall fission reactor experience indicates that the regulatory requirements and DOE
(and predece_or) directives have always been in a state of change. We believe that the current
situation is not a difference in kind, but one of degree. All nuclear technology planning has dealt d,

with uncertainties and planned for eventualities. In some instances the planning was adequate, in
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others it was not. One negative example is the SPERT IV reactor at the INEL, which stood idle
for one year after the physicalplant constructionactivitieswere complete and before its initial
nuclear operation, a victimof changingrequirements from the government customer. Projects
must be alert for potential changes, but it is unreal to expect to operate in an environmentwhere
requirements are fixed and no further changes are allowed.
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